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MACfflNE-MADE CEMENT PIPE
FOR

IRRIGATION SYSTEMS AND OTHER

BY G. B. P. Smith

INTRODUCTION

Eleven years ago this Station published a bulletin on hand-
tamped cement pipe.* At that time cement pipe was unknown in
Arizona, while in southern California it was in disrepute owing to
the many failures of pipe lines which had been laid about a decade
before. The failures were due in some cases to unsound cement,
and in other cases to insufficient cement or poor methods of mixing,
tamping, or curing. Several machines which made and laid the pipe
continuously in the trench had been tried unsuccessfully, and finally
abandoned. However, a few pipe lines which had been well con-
structed of hand-tamped pipe, especially those built by Mr. Arthur
S- Bent of Los Angeles, demonstrated the great possibilities of
cement pipe for irrigation distributing systems. In preparation for
the bulletin above referred to, the writer made considerable 15-inch
pipe, using various mixtures, and studied the water-tightness and
other characteristics, and as a result the bulletin strongly recom-
mended the use of cement pipe for irrigation lines, sewers, culverts,
ditch gates, drain tile, and underflow collecting systems.

Since 1907 a great deal of hand-tamped cement pipe has been
laid in Arizona. At the present time several companies in the State
are devoted to this work exclusively, and many farmers have pur-
chased forms and made their own pipe. Arizona cities, however,
continue to use clay sewer tile, although it is more expensive and is
in some other respects inferior to cement pipe. In California the
use of hand-tamped cement pipe has increased greatly, and it is
estimated that over 5000 miles of such pipe have been constructed,
effecting an enormous saving of water from evaporation and seep-
age losses in open ditches.

Meanwhile, there have been developed in the Middle West, not-
ably in Iowa, some excellent machines for manufacturing cement

•Bull. 55, Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station, 1907.
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tile and jointed pipe with great rapidity and at a low cost. These
machines have been used chiefly for drainage tile, for which there is
a great demand in Iowa and neighboring states, but at the present
time they are coming into use for sewer pipe also. In the South-

Fig. 2.—Stack of 15-inch cement pipe made by the irrigation department, University
of Arizona, in 1907. (From Bulletin 55.)

west the need is for irrigation pipe and to a much less extent for
drainage tile, sewer pipe and culverts. It now appears strange
that this section has been so slow to adopt this valuable type of
machinery.

In August, 1916, the owners of the Continental Ranch near
Tucson decided to use cement pipe lines throughout the ranch for
the distribution of irrigating water. The required sizes varied from
8 inches to 20 inches in diameter, and about 10 miles of pipe line
were needed the first year. After a careful investigation of pipe
machines by the writer and with the assurance of securing highly-
trained expert operators, the machine-made pipe was adopted and
a contract was let to a representative of the Sioux City Engine and
Machinery Co., the manufacturers of the McCracken cement pipe
machines. This gentleman had operated the McCracken machines
for many years, and brought with him from Iowa two other ex-
perienced men; and, inasmuch as both cement and sand of excellent
quality were available and were to be furnished at the machine by
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the owners of the ranch, it was believed that no risk was being
taken.

Difficulty arose, however, in obtaining the necessary equipment,
owing to pressure of business in the foundries of the Middle West,
and work was not commenced until December 14, 1916. In the
meantime, since it was necessary to have three miles of pipe line
laid by February 1, 1917, a portion of the contract was taken away
and re-let to a company making hand-tamped pipe. This company
began work about November 28, and finished pipe-making January 9.

The conditions, therefore, were ideal for obtaining a comparison
between machine-made and hand-tamped pipe. Both parties were
experienced, both were using the same sand and cement, and both
were curing their pipe under absolutely the same climatic condi-
tions. The two methods could be compared as to speed and cost,
and the pipe made could be compared as to strength, perviousness,
and frictional resistance to flowing water. The tests were planned
and partly carried out, but, unfortunately, an insufficient number of
the hand-made pipe were held out at the time of laying. Some tests,
therefore, were made only on the machine-made pipe. All tests
made are reported later on in this bulletin.

In the fall of 1917 the town of Glendale, Arizona, voted bonds
for a main sewer line and outfall sewer to New River. Bids were
received under the specifications for both clay and cement pipe
sewers. Although the specifications were more severe for the ce-
ment pipe, the bids on it were lower than for the clay pipe. The
contract was awarded to the lowest bidder, who proposed to furnish
pipe made on a Thomas-Hammond pipe machine. The machine was
brought to Glendale from Los Angeles in October and was engaged
in pipe-making for about four months. The laying was completed
in May, 1918. Altogether the following list of pipe was delivered
laid in the trench:

4,050 ft. of 14-inch pipe
25,425 " " 15- " "
3,450 " " 18- "

The great advantage of the use of cement pipe for irrigation con-
duits lies in the fact that the seepage and evaporation losses from
open ditches are prevented. These losses are appalling. Dr. Samuel
Fortier, Chief of Irrigation Investigations, U. S. Department of
Agriculture, states that "a large percentage of the water, estimated
at 40 percent of the amount taken in at the heads of the main canals,
is lost by absorption and percolation along the routes."* These

*Bull 126, U. S. Bept. A^r., 1914, p. 1.
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losses in the Salt River Valley were reported in 1915 by the Recla-
mation Service as 45 percent, and in 1917 as 32 percent. For small
canals these losses are often over 5 percent per mile in adobe soil
and 15 to 20 percent per mile in porous soil. An extreme case is
shown in Fig. 3. Here the entire flow is lost. The ditch has a
valuable water supply at its head and the vain effort is made to
hurry the water over the sand on a steep grade. When the photo-
graph was taken, the last drop of water was sinking away near the
willow tree shown by the arrow, while three miles away alfalfa and
other crops dependent on this stream were drying up and dying.

In southern California there are extensive distribution systems

Fig. 3.—Small irrigation ditch near Tucson, showing" loss of entire flow by seepage.
(From Bulletin 55.)

that are piped throughout so that the loss of water in distribution is
practically nothing. As a result of this and other economies the
duty of the water is nearly nine acres per (Arizona) miner's inch of
flow. The average duty of water in southern Arizona can be in-
creased greatly by the use of cement pipe for small ditches and con-
crete linings for larger ditches and canals.

There are additional reasons for the use of cement pipe for
irrigation ditches. The maintenance of open ditches is difficult.
*Under the subtropical skies of Arizona, weeds and algae grow
rankly and occupy the whole cross-section of the ditch. Bermuda
and Johnson grass thrive along the banks. Unless this vegetation is
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removed at frequent intervals, it obstructs and diminishes the flow.
Ditch cleaning is very expensive. The small Flowing Wells ditch
near Tucson, before it was lined, cost $80 per mile annually for
cleaning alone. In the Yuma Valley the cost of cleaning lateral
canals by hand is about $550 per mile. Furthermore, gophers per-
forate open ditch banks and cause the waste of rivulets for days or
even weeks before the holes are repaired. Sometimes the holes
enlarge, and the ditch bank breaks, with consequent loss of the
entire stream. A break on the Turlock canal of California, in 1910,
thought to have been due to a gopher hole, caused 1000 feet of the
canal on a steep hillside to be washed out, and the canal was out of
service for six weeks of the period of maximum need for water; the
actual cost of repairs was $20,000, but the damage to crops was
estimated at $1,000,000. The maintenance of cement pipe hues is
so small as to be negligible.

Another reason for using cement pipe is that the distribution
lines can be run through low places and over ridges; it is not neces-
sary to follow grade lines, for the water can be carried under
pressure through the low portions of the line. This makes it pos-
sible to square up the fields much better and to reduce the cost of
grading. Less labor is required, also, to irrigate from pipe lines
than from open ditches

Again, theie is a great saving of land. Open ditches occupy
about one percent of the land, but the necessity for turning teams
on each side makes the loss three or four percent. An open ditch is
a srreat obstruction and interferes with farm operations. With
cement pipe the loss of land is practically nothing.

Special effort has been made to investigate and report on the
various causes of failures of pipe lines. As these causes become
fully understood, designers and pipe men will so adjust their prac-
tices that the danger of failures will quite disappear.

Acknowledgment is hereby made to Messrs. A. L- Enger, F. C.
Kelton, H. C. Schwalen, and F. W. Sharman for assistance in con-
ducting the various tests of cement pipe, and to Mr. W- E. Code and
Miss Hester Hunter for their services in proof-reading.





MANUFACTURE OF CEMENT PIPE

THE McCRACKEN PIPE MACHINE

The pipe machine at the Continental Ranch is known as the
McCracken machine, after the designer. It is made at Sioux City,
Iowa A view of the machine and equipment is given in Fig. 4. A
cut showing all features of the McCracken mechanism is shown in
Fig. 6. The main frame is built of angle iron and is strongly braced.
The frame of the No. 2 machine at Continental is 7 feet 6 inches long
by 3 feet 8 inches wide by 10 feet high. The pulley shown at the
extreme right is the main pulley, driven by belt, at a speed of about
225 R.P.M. The heavy vertical shaft at the front of the machine is
called the packer shaft. It rotates at 330 R.P.M., meanwhile rising
and descending through the pulley at the top. The vertical motion
is given to the packer shaft by a powerful lever, hinged at the back
and operated by a slow-moving crank on the large gear wheel. The
outside form, or jacket, rests on a table, which is revolving for all
sizes up to 14 inches, and is stationary for larger sizes. The cement
mortar, after being transferred from a concrete mixer, is fed into
the hopper seen at the extreme left. The mortar is carried up by
the link bucket elevator and discharged through a chute into the
pipe mold. The size and number of buckets is determined by the
size of the pipe. The operation of the machine is controlled by a
clutch on the main pulley.

On the lower end of the packer shaft is the packer-head, shown
separately in Fig. 5. It consists of a cylinder made of the hardest
grade of white iron surmounted by backward-curved vanes, either
two, four, or five, depending on the size of pipe being made. The
vanes (often called wings) catch the mortar as it falls into the form
and plaster it rigidly against the form. The rotating cylinder,
called the trowel, follows, and increases the density, and, at the
same time, gives the interior of the tile or pipe a smooth uniform
glazed surface. The packer rod makes 50 revolutions during each
ascent. At least two sets of forms are used, so that while one is
being used at the machine, the other can be taken to the curing
shed, where it is "stripped" off from the tile and returned to the
machine. Two-wheeled carriers with long handles are used for
moving the tile, since even a 12-inch tile and mold are heavy, weigh-
ing about 150 pounds, and a 16-inch green tile and mold weigh about
240 pounds.

The operation, then, is to set a form, or jacket, on the table, ro-
tate the table so that the jacket comes beneath the packer-head, and
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cure the pipe in steam chambers, which accelerates the hardening
process.

The thickness of the pipe recommended is given in Table I. The
thickness of the drain tile is about one-twelfth of the diameter of
the pipe, of the sewer pipe one-tenth of the diameter, and the thick-
ness of the irrigation pipe is intermediate between the other two.
If the irrigation pipe is to be subjected to considerable heads, it
should be "one-tenth pipe."

TABLE I.

Inches
4
o
8

1012
14
16
18
20
22
24

THICKNESS AND WEIGHT

Drainage tile*

Inches

"u
?Af "

VA

1/2
1̂ 4
2
2

Pounds

*42
55
75
92

112
141
153

PER EOOT 03? MACHINE-MADE PIPE

Irrigation pipe
(for low heads)

Inches

1 8

VA

in
2
2%

Pounds

"47
61
82

100
120
141
163

Sewer pipe

Inches

k
1

v/4

\H
WA
2
2%

Pounds

'52
67
89

108
128
159
185

The capacity of the McCracken machine per hour for irrigation
pipe is about 300 feet of 6-inch pipe, 200 feet of 12-inch pipe, 120
feet of 16-inch pipe, and 80 feet of 24-inch pipe. Straight tile are
turned out somewhat faster. The older machines make pipe of 24
inches length, but the most recent models make the tile or pipe 30
inches in length. The range of sizes for the No. 2 machine is from
4 inches to 24 inches in diameter.

A complete outfit consists of the machine, an engine or motor of
25 horsepower, a concrete mixer, and two-wheeled carriers; jackets,
pallets, and packer-heads for each size of pipe which it is desired
to make; and two sizes of elevator buckets.

The proportions for the mortar should be 1 cement to 3 sand,
except for city sewer pipe and irrigation pipe under high head, for
which the proportions may be 1 to 2% or 1 to 2j^. In many cases
pipe have been made of leaner mixtures, 1:4 or 1:5, but failures
have resulted sometimes, and the leaner mixtures require better
conditions of curing.

The force of men required to make pipe, as exemplified at Con-
tinental, is as follows: At first there were three skilled laborers,—
the foreman, the machine operator, and the stripper; and five un-

*For very deep trenches, heavier pipe should be used.
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skilled laborers,—the mortar maker, the mortar feeder, two carriers,
and one man to sprinkle the pipe in the curing and stack yard. After
all the laborers had become accustomed to their work, the foreman
was dispensed with. While making 18 and 20-inch pipe two extra
laborers were required.

To protect the freshly-made pipe from sun and rain, a shelter
was built just to one side of the pipe machine. It was constructed
of poles, branches, and river brush and is called, locally, a ramada.
It is 65 feet by 75 feet in size. The frontispiece is a view of the
pipe yard in August, 1917. It shows the ramada in the background.

OTHER PIPE MACHINES

The date of the first manufacture of cement pipe by machine is
uncertain. Cement pipe was being used largely for sewers in Maine
about 1870. An advertisement in an old directory of Maine of 1868
contains the commendation of a prominent architect who states that
he had known of the use of cement pipe in Boston for 30 years. The
pipe made by the advertiser, in the city of Portland, was of various
sizes up to 18 inches in diameter, both circular and egg-shaped in
section. It is claimed that this man had a machine for making pipe
and that the principle of packing was similar to that of the Sanders
machine described on page 86. At that time natural cement was
used exclusively for the pipe, Portland cement being too costly, and
probably the pipe was of very inferior quality.

THE SHERMAN

About 1885 the Sherman patent sewer pipe machine was de-
signed and built at Omaha, Neb. It was moved from there to
Brooklyn, where for twenty years it supplied that city with cement
sewer pipe in great quantities. The machine employed the tamping
principle, and was the prototype of the Thomas-Hammond machine
described on page 84. The Sherman machine had eight metal
tampers and an inside core which was pulled upward when the
forms were filled. The outside form rotated with the table on
which it stood. The smaller sizes of pipe, of 6, 9, and 12-inch
diameters, were circular in section, and the larger sizes, 15, 18, and
24-inches in diameter, were of egg-shaped section, which is the ideal
section for important sewers. All sizes had flat bases. The wall
thicknesses were 1 inch for the 9-inch pipe, U/s inches for the 15-inch
pipe, and 1$4 inches for the 24-inch pipe. They were made of cement,
sand, and broken trap rock in proportions 1: V/%: 2y2. Much of the
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pipe was "carbonized" in kilns with coke gas and steam and it is
said that three days in the kiln were equal to two weeks of curing in
air. Prior to the advent of the Sherman machine, all the sewer pipe
used in Brooklyn was made by hand tamping, using natural, or
"Rosendale," cement.

THE: SCHBNK

A pipe machine which has been used extensively in Iowa and
neighboring states is the Schenk, made at Waterloo, Iowa. This
was the pioneer tile machine, the first one having been built in 1906.
It was the first centrifugal packer, and, as might be expected, was
troublesome to operate at first, but many improvements have been
introduced and the Schenk has become entirely reliable.

The principles of the Schenk ma-
chine are very similar to those of the
McCracken, the differences being in

the mechanical details. The packer
shaft is rotated by gearing and is ele-
vated by a lever the rear end of which
is controlled by a heart-shaped cam
wheel, which in turn is operated by
worm drive from the main shaft. The
o r i g i n a l Schenk packer-head was

frô eiCandPwCin|rs" shaped like an ordinary earthen jug,
but the one now in use has vanes

and a cylindrical trowel exactly like the McCracken.
The range of sizes possible with the regular No. 2 Schenk ma-

chine is from 4 inches to 18 inches, with lengths of either 12 or 18
inches. There is also a Schenk sewer pipe machine with range of
sizes from 4 to 30 inches, and in length either 24 or 30 inches. The
Schenk is said to be a very fast machine for the smaller sizes of tile.
The manufacturers guarantee that it will make 3000 feet of 6-inch
straight tile per day with six men. It is not known that they have
yet furnished pallets for tongue and groove pipe, but doubtless
would do so if the demand warranted it.

THE NATIONAL

A pipe machine, called the National, made at Boone, Iowa, dif-
fers from the two preceding in that both outside and inside forms
are used and the mortar is tamped in place. It is adapted to making
large pipe, particularly from 20-inch to 45-inch, though the range
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The rate of output claimed for the National machine is 700 feet
of 14-inch tile per day, 600 feet of 18-inch, 550 feet of 24-inch, and
350 feet of 30-inch. Eight men are needed for sizes up to the 20-
inch and eleven men for larger sizes. The wall thicknesses of the
pipe are the same or a little greater than those given in Table I.
The mortar is mixed drier than for the McCracken, as otherwise the
tampers work through it instead of on it.

One form of made-up reinforcement that has been used with the
National machine consists of two rings of heavy wire, one close to
the inside of the pipe and the other near the outside, the two rings
being connected at intervals by wire spacers, all electrically welded.
It is called double hoop reinforcement.

THE MONARCH

The manufacturers of the National also make the Monarch,
which is similar in principle to the McCracken and Schenk machines.
It has a solid heavy cast frame, surmounted at the top by a sort of
walking beam which raises and lowers the packer shaft. The beam
is attached to the shaft through a ball thrust bearing. The Monarch
is designed for making drain tile from 5 to 20 inches in diameter.
The table on which the smaller sizes are made has six stands for
the jackets, so that the operation of the machine is very rapid. Two
lengths of tile can be made, 12 and 18 inches.

THE THOMAS-HAMMOND

All of the preceding machines except the Sherman are made in
Iowa. Another machine, the Thomas-Hammond, originated in Ta-
coma, Washington, in 1908. The product of the Thomas-Hammond
machines is called "glazed cement pipe/' and is accepted by leading
cities on the Pacific coast for sanitary sewers.

Several changes have been.made in the original design of the
machine so that it is now much more compact, accessible, and port-
able. The newest model is now called the Hammond, and about a
score of them are now in service. This machine uses the tamping
principle, but, while the outside form and tile revolve under the
tamper, the inside form stands still and serves to give the tile a
smooth or glazed interior surface. The concrete is fed into the
mold in a uniform stream and in layers about 1% inches deep. The
tamper strikes 400 blows per minute, each blow being from 300 to
500 pounds, depending on size of pipe. The revolving table is so
timed that the blows overlap. The tamper is of oak or hickory and
rises automatically, due to the compacting of the concrete. When
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the forms are filled, the inner form is withdrawn and the outside
form with the tile is taken away on a wheeled carrier. On the older
machines the inner form was withdrawn downward, but in the latest
models it is pulled upward. The older models have two tampers;
the later models, one. The range of pipe sizes is from 4 inches to
30 inches in diameter on the largest of the three sizes of machines.

The pipe machine used at Glendale recently is a Hammond. Its
construction is shown in Fig. 10. A vertical shaft is concealed in the
heavy cast iron standard.
This shaft operates the
tamper which is carried
on a swinging arm. At
the bottom is a horizontal
shaft which drives the
vertical shaft and rotates
the table on which the
pipe is made. This shaft
carries a winding drum,
also, by means of which
the inside form is with-
drawn upward. The hori-
zontal shaft is driven by
a quarter-turn belt from a
jack shaft above, and the
jackshaft is driven from
the main shaft which also
drives the two-sack batch
mixer and the endless
belt elevator. A 20-horse-
power electric motor fur-
nished the power at Glen-
dale.

The outside forms are of heavy steel, in halves, held with screw
clamps. The inside form is a long cylinder with surface well pol-
ished by the rubbing to which it is subjected when a tile is being
made. The Thomas-Hammond machine has been used mostly for
bell-ended pipe and the Glendale specifications required bell and
spigot joints. When the body of the pipe has been tamped full, a
special form to make the bell is put in place, and the tamping is then
continued. The pipe rests on a cast iron ring with three blunt feet.
When a fresh pipe is wheeled to the curing space the bell form is

Fig. 10.—The Thomas-Hammond pipe machine.
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first removed, then the outside forms, and a light galvanized ring is
slipped onto the top edge of the bell, as otherwise its weight might
cause the bell to slump off. The pipe is then left standing on its
bottom ring for at least a day.

The pipe making crew at Glendale was composed of eight men.
Only one man, the foreman, came with the machine, and great diffi-
culty was had in breaking in green men, especially since the force
kept changing. The best day's record of pipe making was 722 feet
of 15-inch pipe, and the average day's run was from 575 to 600 feet.
The pipe was cured in an open yard and was kept wet for seven
days. It was hauled over rough roads to the line of trench but
there was practically no breakage. Tests were made on about 100
specimens in a frame quite similar to that shown in Fig. 24. With
the full pressure from the city main, about 30 pounds, none of the
pipe broke and none of them showed any seepage, save a few small
spots that became moist. The pipe were inspected carefully. A
few, perhaps one percent, were rejected on account of burnt in-
terior surfaces, short bells, or cracks, most of the cracks being at the
spigot end.

THE

The Allen machine has a revolving table and a tamper. Both in-
side and outside forms rotate with the table. The machine is de-
signed for sizes from 3 inches to 24 inches in diameter. About six
of these machines have been built, two of which have been in use at
Phoenix for several years. It is understood that no more of these
machines are being built.

THE SANDERS

More recently two more pipe machines have been put on the
market in southern California. One is the Sanders, built by the
Pomona Manufacturing Company and the other is built by Kellar-
Thomason Company of Los Angeles.

The Sanders pipe machine has a steel frame work, the base of
which is only 4 feet by 8 feet. This frame is mounted on four small
wheels, so that the machine can be shifted around in the pipe yard
or can be moved readily from one job to another. A 6 horsepower
distillate engine is mounted on the back end of the frame and is
belted to the main shaft located at the top of the frame, directly
above the front end. The vertical packer rod is driven from the
main shaft by beveled gears. The weight of the machine is ap-
proximately 1800 pounds and a 6-horsepower engine weighs about
1000 pounds additional.
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The ordinary forms, consisting of core, jacket, and tongue and
groove rings, such as are used for hand-tamped pipe, are used with
the Sanders machine. Thus, a contractor who has an equipment of
forms for hand-made pipe need not buy a new equipment. The
packer is a long revolving cylinder which is lowered into the space
between the core and jacket. On the bottom of the packing cylin-
der and held by rivets, there are three or more chilled iron flat-
bottomed "shoes" which are tilted at a small angle. When the

Fig. 11.—The Sanders (Pomona) pipe machine.

cylinder reaches the bottom, shovelers begin to throw mortar into
the forms. The mortar accumulating and passing beneath the re-
volving shoes raises the cylinder and the mortar is packed into the
form densely, the pressure being downward rather than outward as
in the McCracken system. When the cylinder reaches the top it is
held by a band brake while the table is rotated so as to bring another
(empty) jacket under the packer, and the cylinder is then lowered
again by partially releasing the brake. Meanwhile the top, or
tongue, joint is made on the cement pipe by workmen, and the core
is removed. The form containing the pipe is wheeled away to the
curing floor, where the jacket is stripped off. The packing cylinder
makes about 40 revolutions per pipe, the number depending upon
how fast the mortar is fed, and about 30 seconds of time is required
in this operation.

The table on which the forms rest has three grates for forms,
so that while one pipe is being made, another is being removed and
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the forms for a third pipe are being made ready. The table has a
socket bearing at the center, about 1̂ > inches diameter, resting on a
spindle so that it turns easily when the operator raises the spindle
by stepping on the end of a foot lever. About ten of these machines
are now in use. The range of sizes is from 6 to 14 inches in
diameter.

KEXlvAR-THOMASON

The Kellar-Thomason machine is larger and requires a 20~horse-
power engine or motor. The machine is quite similar to the Mc-

Fig. 12.—The Kellar-Thomason pipe machine.

Cracken and uses the trowelling process, but is more compact and
of sturdy construction, as seen in Fig. 12.

The ordinary split jacket for hand-tamped pipe is used, but no
core, and the mortar is packed securely against the jacket by the
winged trowel. The usual crew is five men for small pipe and
seven men for large pipe. The range of pipe sizes is from 4 to 20
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fornia, in March, 1916, and has been in successful operation since
that time. Another machine is in service in Yuba City, California.

PNEUMATIC AIR TAMPERS

Several pipe contractors, who still use the ordinary hand molds,
have installed air compressors in their yards, and use pneumatic
tampers, which are similar to pneumatic hammers and drills. The
Ingersoll tamper, which is preferred, weighs about 20 pounds and is
suspended from a tripod with pulley and counterweight. It has a
S-inch stroke, and strikes 750 blows per minute. The head of the
tamper is three-fourths of an inch thick and 6 inches long, in circular
form to conform to the curve of the mold. The air pressure is 90
pounds per square inch. The compressed air is piped about the
yards and several pipe crews can use it at once. A 7-inch by 6-inch
compressor, displacing 75 cubic feet per minute, will supply two
crews. About 10 percent more pipe can be made than by hand
tamping, and the pipe is tamped more uniformly and more densely.

THE DURYEE-coi,E

A continuous pipe machine, the Duryee-Cole, is in process of
manufacture and will doubtless be tried out soon.

HAND-MADE CEMENT PIPE

Cement pipe made and tamped by hand has become very com-
mon throughout southern California and Arizona. The usual style
of outfit is that shown in Fig. 14. It consists of outside and inside
collapsible forms, a rimmer for forming the tongue on the top end
of the pipe, enough bottom pallets for one or two days' run, hopper,
tampers, scoop, and shovels. Bell-ended pipe is made by hand in
the Middle West. An example of such pipe is shown in Fig. 2.

After the forms are placed in position and a batch of mortar is
made ready, one man feeds the mortar into the forms while another
tamps vigorously. Care must be taken not to feed the mortar faster
on one side of the ring than on the other, nor faster than it can be
thoroughly tamped. The mortar is made of a rather dry consist-
ency; most pipe makers make it unnecessarily dry. When the forms
are filled and the top joint (tongue) has been made, the forms are
carried by hand to the curing floor, where the inside form, or core,
is first removed from the tile and then the outside form, or jacket,
is removed.
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There are six cement pipe plants in California where pipe is
made of very wet consistency, so wet that the jacket cannot be re-
moved in the ordinary way lest the mortar slump to the ground.
Instead of opening the jacket to remove it, the jacket is shaken off
by quick jerking movements upward. When the jacket comes free,
the tile settles over an inch in its length. The tile thus made be-
comes strong and is exceedingly impervious. More skill is required
than in making dry or semi-wet pipe.

The hand-made pipe is thicker than machine-made pipe, except
in the larger sizes. The usual thickness and weight for the common
sizes is given in Table II. The large sizes should be made with
thicker walls. It is seen from the table that the 12-inch pipe has
wall thickness one-eighth of the pipe diameter, while the 36-inch
pipe has wall only one-twelfth of the diameter. Most of the serious
pipe failures have occurred on large pipe lines. This matter is
discussed further on page 133.

TABLE II . THICKNESS AND WEIGHT PER FOOT OF HAND-MADE PIPE

Diameter

Inches
4
6
8

10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
30
36

Thickness

Inches
1

13/8

IH

m\%2
2%
2VA
3

Weight per foot

Pounds

*20
31
44
57

87
100
114
141
163

Extra strong pipe can be made by using an oversize outside form.
One contractor in this way makes 8-inch pipe of two strengths, one
having the wall thickness one-eighth inch greater than the other.
Sometimes a 14-inch jacket is used with a 12-inch core and the pipe
is, therefore, 2% inches thick. A contractor who makes very wet
pipe in this manner states that he guarantees it under 100 feet
pressure.

The working force at Continental for hand-tamped pipe con-
sisted of two skilled men and four unskilled laborers, though the lat-
ter were not all employed to advantage. The tamper was unusually
strong and active, and had had long experience in pipe making and
laying. He was able to make from 270 to 300 feet of 16-inch pipe
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in a nine-hour day, which is an exceptional record. In May, 1916,
near Tucson, two experienced pipe makers, working on a contract,
made 200 to 220 feet of 12-inch pipe or 110 feet of 16-inch pipe per
eight-hour day. Later, at the same place, one man with two in-
experienced helpers made 12-inch pipe at the rate of 180 feet per
day. About the same time and only a few miles away, another pipe
crew brought from Los Angeles was making 1000 feet of 18-inch
pipe. The making required ten days, partly on account of the ex-

Fig. 14.—Pipe molds for hand-tamped cement pipe.

treme heat, though the foreman stated that, ordinarily, a crew
should make 220 feet per day. On the University campus consider-
able 8-inch pipe is used from time to time. It is made by two
workmen who turn out 100 to 120 feet per eight hours.

It is apparent, therefore, that no uniformity in the rate of pipe
making by hand exists, and standards cannot be safely set. One
pipe maker may accomplish twice as much as another. In case a
farmer purchases forms and makes his own pipe, as sometimes oc-
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curs, he should not try for a record output until he first learns how
to make pipe of high quality.

The proportions used with hand molds are 1 of cement to 3 or 4
of sand and gravel or broken stone, the richer mixture being used
for pipe to be placed under some pressure or where sand alone is
used for the aggregate. In one instance recently, near Tucson, a
contractor made pipe with a l : 4 / 2 mixture instead of 1:3 as had
been directed. The pipe was weak and very porous. With hand
molds much coarser aggregates are allowable than with the Mc-
Cracken pipe machine, gravel even up to one-half the thickness of
the pipe being permissible. Such particles do not interfere with
hand tamping, but they do prevent the formation of the desirable
"polished" surface with the revolving packer-head. The advantage
of including small gravel is that the same strength can be obtained
with a smaller proportion of cement.

The greatest advantage of the hand-made pipe is that it can
always be made at or near the place where it is to be used. Usually
sand of suitable quality can be found within a moderate distance and
the wagon haul for sand and cement is not expensive. On the
other hand, machine-made pipe presupposes a factory at some cen-
tral location for supplying the demand for pipe in an irrigated or
drainage district. Only on large contracts would it be profitable to
move a large machine to the work. A portable Pomona machine
obviates this difficulty to some extent. A freight charge on the pipe
plus the cost of a long wagon haul might increase the cost of the
pipe to a point where the superior qualities of the machine-made
pipe would be more than offset by its greater cost. Therefore, there
will always be a field, small jobs and in isolated locations, where the
hand-made pipe will be employed.

WET-POURED CONCRETE PIPE

Wet-poured pipe, also, can be considered as hand-made, though
it differs materially from that described above. The fact that the
concrete is poured wet makes it necessary to leave the pipe in the
molds until the concrete is thoroughly set. This requires many sets
of forms and the investment in forms is so great that wet-poured
pipe is used only for large sizes. Usually, too, wet-poured pipe is
for pipe lines under considerable hydraulic pressure, and the pipe
usually is reinforced.

Two large contracts for wet^poured pipe have been executed at
Tucson, one for the water-supply main from the city's supply wells
four miles south of Tucson to the main pumping plant on Osborne
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Avenue, built in 1914, and the other the outfall sewer, built in 1917.
The same forms were used on both jobs. They are four feet

long and the pipe is 30 inches inside diameter with a shell Zy2 inches
thick. The pipe for the water-supply line was made at a yard, in
the center of which was a high derrick. The boom was long and
reached over a wide area. Each pipe was moved from the pouring
floor out into the yard just before removing the forms and the der-
rick was used again later to load the pipe for hauling to place along
the trench. The concrete mixture was 1 of cement, 2 of sand, and
4 of broken stone or screened gravel. The reinforcement was of
round iron wound spirally and was designed to withstand an inter-
nal pressure, varying from zero at the upper end to 30 pounds per
square inch at the lower end of the line, with 15,000 pounds per
square inch allowable working stress in the steel.

For the outfall sewer the pipe was made along the trench and
the forms were moved along as the work progressed. This obviated
the necessity of hauling the pipe long distances, but required much
hauling while making and curing the pipe. The mixture was the
same as for the water-supply line, but the reinforcement was uni-
form the whole length of the line and consisted of Yz inch round
iron rings spaced 6 inches apart, and 4 rods of the same size running

longitudinally through each
joint from the end of the
tongue to the end of the
groove. The maximum dif-
ference in elevation in the
sewer line is 73 feet.

The only criticism of the
pipe just described is that
the longitudinal reinforce-
ment does not extend con-
tinuously across the joints.
This continuity can be ob-
tained in various ways, and
some ingenious joints have
been patented, notably the
Johnson and t h e Meri-

wether, the former of which is shown in Fig. 15. The Johnson pipe
uses special bar reinforcement, and the Meriwether uses "Triangle
Mesh." Ordinarily longitudinal reinforcement is not needed. It
is needed, however, if the bed of the trench is of uneven bearing
power and settlement is liable to occur. An inverted siphon laid

Pig. 15.—The Johnson reinforced pipe joint.
(From Bulletin 55.)
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beneath a river should have heavy reinforcement longitudinally.
A long section of the city supply pipe was unjoined when a river
flood broke into the unfilled trench and floated the pipe line upward.
Usually the longitudinal reinforcement is introduced merely for the
purpose of holding the horizontal rings in place.

The circular reinforcement is designed usually to take all of the
internal tension, allowing 16,000 pounds per square inch for the
unit stress. If the tension is
due to internal water pressure,
the steel is placed near the out-
side of the pipe, but buried in
the concrete about an inch to
protect it from rust. If the re-
inforcement is to resist the
weight of backfill, then the
steel rings are made elliptical,
so that they are near the inside
of the pipe at top and bottom
and near the outside on the two
sides. For pipe over 24 inches
in diameter it is practical to al-
low higher pressure heads, be-
cause the pipe layers can work
inside of large pipe and can
make better joints, Many con-
crete pipe lines with heads be-
tween 100 and 200 feet are in
successful use.

The Massey Company make
reinforced concrete culvert pipeFi^-
for railways and highways. For
small sized pipe they use steel mesh, with steel uprights and bell
rings, while in the larger sizes they use a cage of ^ - inch Havemeyer
bar for vertical bars and all rings, all hand-tied with No. 14 annealed
wire. The mix is 1:2:4.

Reinforced concrete pipe, wet-poured, is also constructed in
place in many instances, a local example being the cross-cut col-
lecting head of the Tucson Farms Company near the southwest
corner of the city. The power conduit at the Roosevelt Reservoir
has two inverted siphons constructed in this manner, one of them
crossing Cottonwood Canyon at a depth of 75 feet below the grade
line of the canal.

^f
ir™S?oSpIriy l f ° r c e m e n t
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the sand. The usual ratio is 5 of sand to 3 of broken stone. A
larger proportion of stone might be stronger but there would be
some cavities, and more danger of seep spots. Broken stone gives
greater strength than gravel. If pipe is broken up for examination,
the pieces of bioken stone are more often broken through, while the
breaks run around the gravel. Stone that passes through a ^J-inch
screen is suitable for 12-inch pipe, and stone from a 1-inch screen
for 18 inch pipe. If it is possible to obtain broken stone that has
passed through a ^-inch screen, it could be used in a limited way in
packer-head pipe.

For tamped pipe, therefore, the most favorable proportions are
1 of cement, 2]/2 of sand, and \y2 of J4 inch to j4 inch broken stone.
If no stone is available, the mix should be 1 of cement to 3 of sand.
For sewer pipe the proportions used in many cases are 1:2J ,̂ but so
rich a mix is not necessary, unless the sewer is laid very deep or is
in soil containing a high percentage of white alkali, particularly
sodium sulfate.

Two samples of the sand being used at Continental were taken
on April 3, 1917, and two samples on June 26, 1918. They were
subjected to mechanical analysis.

TABLE V. MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF SCREENED SAND AT CONTINENTAL,

ARIZONA

Screen

Mcshr*
per Un in

2C0

150

100

70

40

20

10

6

4

Separa-
tion
s ze

Mm.

0.10

0.135

020

0.25

0.44

100

2.07

. . . .

. . . .

riamplo
No. 1

%

0.4

0.7

17

4.8

17.7

512

79.1

. . .

Percent passing" screen

Sample
No. 2

%

06

1.1

2.6

6.4

21.2

57.0

82.3

. . .

. . .

Sample
No. 3

%

.33

.64

1.25

2.55

8.85

33.85

59.85

74.95

84.35

Sample
No. 4

%

.21

.44

.89

1.99

8.49

43.99

75.29

87.39

9299

Classification

Very fine sand

Fine sand

Fine sand

Fine sand

Medium sand

Coarse sand

Fine gravel

A cement mixer of the batch type, such as the Blystone, should
be used at all cement pipe plants. The cement and sand should be
mixed dry for about a minute before the water is let in from a meas-
uring tank attached to a frame just over the mixer. Mixing is then
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continued for at least one minute more before the mixer is dumped.
The mortar on the floor must be used up quickly and no dry or set
mortar should be retempered and used.

At Continental 607 cubic inches, or 22 pounds, of water were
used for a one sack batch. This is 23.4 percent of the weight of the
cement. The mortar when dumped was just wet enough to retain
its form when compressed in the hand. But when the outside jacket
was stripped from the fresh tile, the tile quaked like stiff jelly, and
small drops of water stood on the surface. When the mortar had
set, the surface was covered with a fine water-web; this web may be
accepted as the test for correct consistency. The strength and im-
perviousness of the pipe depend in large part upon the percentage
of water used; in every case it must be carefully watched, for the
amount of water needed varies with the brand of cement and with
the fineness of the sand. If the mortar is mixed too dry the pipe
may be pervious, and if too wet the strength is reduced.

The unit quantities of sand and cement per tile, or per 100 feet,
is somewhat variable even on the same machine. The outside jack-
ets, when old, become stretched, and the packer-heads become worn ;
both of these causes tend to increase the thickness and weight of the
tile. The rate of feeding the elevator buckets and the speed of the
machine tend to vary the density of the tile walls. An approximate
estimate of the quantities required can be had from the following
data obtained at Continental.

TABIvE VI. QUANTITIES 0#

Diameter of
pipe

Inches
12
14
16
18
20

Thickness

Inches

13/|

MATERIAL FOR MCCRACKEN CEMENT PIPE

Pipe per cubic yard
of sand

Lineal feet
69 0
56 2
40 2
38 3
30 7

Pipe per sack
of cement

Lxneal feet
70
55
39
35
31

The handling of the machine is an art and cannot be learned
from a bulletin. The normal method of learning to run a machine
is to serve an apprenticeship. The purchaser of a machine to be
used in Arizona should include in the contract that the manufac-
turers send an experienced pipe maker to install the machine and
to operate it for at least a month.

The operator stands with the right hand on the clutch lever,
holding a large trowel in the left hand. With the trowel he can
hold back the mortar in the chute or can help it along. Too much
mortar chokes the packer-head and puts a heavy load on the engine.
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To change the machine from one size of tile to another requires
about an hour's time. This is done sometimes during the noon hour
or after working hours in the afternoon.

The advantage derived from reinforcing machine-made pipe is
not fully determined, but it seems probable that much reinforced
pipe will be used in the future with the extension of the field for
cement pipe. For machines of the National type, double hoop rein-
forcement is the best. For packer-head pipe machines some form
of cage in which the circular rings are supported is preferable. At
Continental electro-welded hoops of No. 7 wire were tried first. The
rings were of a size to fit into the corrugations of the jacket, where
they were securely held. Three rings per 2-foot pipe were used,
and they were found to be firmly imbedded in the concrete. But
there was difficulty in getting the rings properly welded in local
machine shops, and on account of the surface position of the rings
they could not be expected to resist corrosion. Cages made of hog
wire were next tried with success, and later similar cages made of
"Triangle Mesh." The last proved to be the best adapted to the pur-
pose ; it is rigid and stays in position in the jacket. The mesh comes
in rolls of 150 feet, and in various widths, of which the 20-inch width
was selected. The longitudinal wires in the mesh are 4 inches apart
and are thoroughly braced by the cross wires which run diagonally.

When the reinforced pipe were tested in the internal-pressure
machine, the results were disappointing. There was no increase in
strength, and there was some leakage along the lines of the wires.
This same type of reinforcement was tried in a tamping machine in
California, and it was found that the steel weakened the pipe
greatly. A correspondent who uses double-hoop reinforcement
writes that the reinforcement is not considered to prevent the tile
from cracking, but it does prevent the tile from collapsing in case
cracks occur. Despite these discouraging reports, it is believed
that a technique can be found for making reinforcement effective in
packer-head pipe. The action of the trowel compacts the mortar
to so great an extent that it appears to have the consistency of
jelly, and this should be enough to create a bond between the
cement and steel. It jnay be that the curing process in the open
air permits the cement to break from the steel through shrinking.
The author was able to make but a few tests, and believes that
full investigation will reveal a method of successfully reinforcing
McCracken and other similar pipe.
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satisfactory; overlapped palm leaves are good. The shed should be
close to the pipe machine and on level ground In moving the pipe
from the shed to the stackyard, each length is turned on its side
and rolled, care being taken to avoid striking any hard object.

Nearly all hand-tamped pipe is made and cured in the open air.
Here is opportunity for reform In a humid climate it may be pos-
sible to cure pipe in the open, but in Arizona a covering is needed
during most of the year.

In a few cases farmers have rolled their new-made pipe into the
irrigation ditch or a creek when the pipe was about three days old
In each case unusually good pipe has resulted.

Steam curing, as practiced m the Middle West, is exceedingly
effective. The green tile are placed on the platforms of low cars
and run on tracks into tunnels. When a tunnel is full, the doors
are closed tight and saturated steam from a boiler is admitted. The
boiler pressure is kept at about 5 pounds. The hot, dripping atmos-
phere accelerates the setting and hardenmg, and makes the curing
independent of unfavorable weather conditions, especially freezing
temperatures. After 36 hours in a steam chamber the pipe can be
loaded and shipped immediately.

In southern Arizona less difficulty is experienced from freezing
than from the extreme heat and dryness of the summer months.
One effect of the dry heat is to make some cements set before the
mortar can be placed. During the construction of the Laguna dam,
a shipment of California cement persisted in setting in one minute.
It was necessary to dig the concrete out of the mixer with chisels
and drills Another California brand gave the same trouble In
another locality. The author rejected two carloads of a Kansas
cement in 1908, because the cement took its initial set in three min-
utes. . In this case the author's tests were confirmed by a commer-
cial testing firm in Philadelphia. This phenomenon of abrupt set-
ting is not well understood, but it is a safe conclusion that the stor-
age of cement in hot, dry places for long periods may be dangerous,
and furthermore the cement pile and sand pile should be kept as
cool as possible in midsummer, possibly by sprinkling the sand pile
with water.

The importance of curing should be emphasized for it is the
feature of pipe manufacture that is most apt to be neglected. Un-
doubtedly much cement pipe, both hand-made and machine-made,
never attains the strength of which it is capable, because it is al-
lowed to become dry before the hardening process has progressed to
a proper point.
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WATERPROOFING

Machine-made cement pipe is impervious at ordinary pressures;
no waterproofing is necessary for it.

Hand-made pipe usually leaks when first put into use, but the
leakage decreases gradually and finally ceases. The original leak-
age depends upon the proportions of the mortar, the consistency,
and the thoroughness of mixing and tamping. It is customary to
paint the inside of the pipe with a wash made of cement and water
to reduce the seepage.

Hvdrated lime is effective in waterproofing concrete but is sel-
dom used in pipe manufacture. The Cement Pipe Company of
Phoenix have used it in both machine and hand-made pipe. They
use 10 pounds per sack of cement. In case the pipe will be under
considerable pressure this amount should not be exceeded, and per-
haps 8 pounds is a safer limit. In the tests of 1907 the author made
pipe with mixtures in which a heavy percentage of lime was de-
pended upon in part for the strength of the pipe. At present prices
there is no economy, however, in the substitution of lime for cement.
There is another advantage in the use of hydrated lime in hot
weather, in that the mortar holds water better and the pipe is more
readily cured. Tar compounds have not been used for waterproof-
ing cement pipe.
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PIPE LAYING

The pipe should be laid in the trench in the same manner as
sewer pipe is laid, with straight alignment and uniform grade. Many
lines, where the pressure is light, are laid by the contractor without
any preliminary surveying. It is better, however, in all cases to
have the grades established and stakes set every 50 feet by a sur-
veyor. A map and profile showing alignment, elevations, and gates
and valves is worth the cost An undulating grade involves many
air pockets, which tend to induce water hammer and to decrease the
flow.

TRENCH

The width of the trench should be 10 inches greater than the
external diameter of the pipe. This allows room for the pipe layer
and for the bander who must straddle the pipe.

The bed of the trench should be prepared with care. If the
trench is cut too deep and refilled to grade, the refilling should be
tamped. There is likely to be a very slight settlement of the entire
pipe line, but if it is uniform throughout the length no injury will
result. Unequal settlement, however, produces cracks.

At the University Farm a pipe line was carried across a ravine
on an earth fill. In the center was a 5-foot culvert, the top of which
was close to the invert of the pipe line. The ea'rth fill settled while
the culvert was unyielding, with the result that the pipe line cracked
just over the culvert several times until, finally, the settlement
ceased.

The manner of backfilling must depend upon the size of the
pipe, the depth of earth to be supported by the pipe, and the nature
of the soil. Many expensive failures of pipe lines, usually of large-
sized pipe, have been due to insufficient backfilling beneath the in-
vert. Soil which breaks up in chunks, such as clay, does not settle
back beneath the pipe, while sandy soil or any soil that pulverizes is
known to the pipe layer as "a good pipe soil." The best methods of
filling the space beneath the pipe are by flooding a small depth of
backfill and by tamping. In one district where clay soil predomi-
nates, it is customary to backfill only to the top of the pipe and
then run a small stream of water down the line. This settles the
heavy soil under the pipe, and this supporting soil is allowed to dry
out before the trench is filled. Sometimes the flooding is repeated
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when two or three feet of earth have have been placed over the pipe.
No extensive flooding should be done, however, without first filling
the pipe line, as there is danger of floating an empty pipe line up-
ward and breaking the joints. If the flooding is not feasible, the
soil can be tamped in until the backfill is above the center of the
pipe. One contractor has his backfiller straddle the pipe and as he
pulls the soil in with a shovel he continually tramps upon it. In the
drainage districts of the Middle West usually the bed of the trench
is shaped semi-circular to fit the drain tile and it is considered poor
practice to lay the tile on a flat bed. The soils are, of course, heavy
and wet, and there are no convenient facilities for flooding as there
are along an irrigation pipe line. A 2-inch layer of sand is some-
times spread on a clay trench bottom to serve as a bed for the pipe

In case the pipe has lain in the pipe yard until it is thoroughly
dry, it is a good precautionary measure to run water over a shallow
backfill before or at the same time that the water is turned into the
line, in order to guard against failures such as described on page 110.

METHODS Otf LAYING

Cement pipe with tongue and groove joints are laid in the trench
with great facility. The mortar used for this purpose should be
rich. It is usually mixed with two parts of sand to one ot cement.
Hydrated lime adds to the smooth working qualities of the mortar,
making the mortar "fat," but it is not essential. It was used at Con-
tinental for a time, then discontinued, and afterwards used again.
Six or eight pounds per sack of cement is the proper amount to use.

The pipe are distributed along the trench by team, and are
handed down and stood on the groove ends in the trench. A gal-
vanized iron form about 12 inches long, called the laying core, is
inserted in the groove end, projecting about three inches. The space
between the form and the groove is then filled with mortar, and ad-
ditional mortar is placed under the tongue in the trench. The joint
of pipe is tipped over and jointed quickly. While a helper raises it
slightly with a pair of pipe tongs, or a leather strap, the pipe layer
stooping down gives the pipe a quick thrust which closes the groove
tightly over the tongue. Small sizes are handled by the layer with-
out a. helper. The laying core is then drawn out through the end
of the pipe and placed in the groove end of the next pipe. The pipe
layer reaches in with a long-handled brush and smooths the joint.
A third man, following along in the trench, spreads a band of mor-
tar about three inches wide over the joint. This is called banding.
It is omitted sometimes on pipe lines of small pipe that are to be
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Fig". 18.—Laying- the concrete pipe for water supply main for City of Tucson.

under slight pressure head. A fourth man prepares the mortar and
brings it in pails to the trench, and one or two laborers, following

Fig. 19.—Laying 20-inch cement pipe in shallow ditch at Continental.

close back of the bander, backfill the trench enough to cover at least
two inches over the pipe. In hot weather it should be backfilled at
least 8 inches over the pipe. A water tank mounted on wagon trucks
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Is moved forward with the mortar boxes several times a day. Large
sizes of pipe are lowered by means of tripod or derrick with block
and tackle.

The custom in other places is to use a smaller laying crew—only
three or four men. The layer handles pipe up to 16 inches in diame-
ter alone. The addition of a few more unskilled men does not add
materially to the cost per day and it permits of much faster progress.

Sixty percent of the pipe layers, it is said, do not use a laying
core. Over half of the pipe at Continental was laid without one.
Pipe layers are much divided in opinion as to the usefulness of the
core. Many layers make good water-tight joints, with smooth in-
side surfaces, without it. However, a man with limited experience
or who is inclined to shirk his work is much surer to place a proper
amount of mortar, and to secure it throughout the full circle of the
joint, if he uses a core, and for that reason it is recommended that
specifications require its use. The inside joint should always be
brushed even when a core is used.

There is one pipe manufacturer in California who makes Me-
Cracken bell-end pipe for irrigation pipe lines. His method of lay-
ing is as follows. The layer faces the bell-end of the last pipe laid,
and the helper straddles it. The helper washes the bell-end with
water and places mortar in the lower half of the bell while the layer
builds a fillet of mortar around a core projecting from the spigot end
of the upright pipe. The pipe is shoved into the bell-end, and the
helper fills the top of the bell with mortar. A bander finishes the
joint, and a mixer and a back filler complete the laying crew. No
excavation is made for the bells. The experience of this contractor
does not reveal any superiority of the bell and spigot pipe over the
tongue and groove pipe.

The specifications for laying the sewer line at Glendale were as
follows. "Before a pipe is laid, the lower half of the hub of the pre-
ceding pipe shall be plastered on the inside with a stiff mortar mixed
1:1, and sufficient thickness to bring the inner bottoms of the abut-
ting pipes flush and even. After the pipe is laid, the remainder of
the hub shall be thoroughly filled with similar mortar and the joint
wiped inside and finished to a smooth bevel outside."

A new feature introduced recently on the Thomas-Hammond
machine is the self-centering joint. The lower part of the bell is
beveled so that the spigot, when it is forced into the bell, becomes
accurately centered. This tends to give maximum flow capacity to
the pipe line. However, it was found at Glendale that the mortar
on the bottom interfered with the centering by raising the spigot
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end and, therefore, much of the line was laid without first placing
the mortar in the bottom of the bell. Without the bottom mortar it
becomes difficult to fill the annular space beneath the pipe and this
work is likely to be done carelessly. The annular space is only jHr
inch, which is so narrow that no tool can work in it easily. Mr. F.
N. Holmquist, the engineer, states that in his opinion there is con-
siderable leakage through the joints at Glendale due to insufficient
mortar in the joint. The leakage is probably greater in those por-
tions of the line that were in caving ground, where trenching and
placing could not be carried on ahead of the jointing.

The rate of speed in pipe laying is quite variable. Ordinarily
about 700 feet of 12 or 14-inch pipe, or 500 feet of 16-inch pipe per
day is considered good. One foreman reports 900 feet of 12-inch
pipe, without the laying core, on straight work with no connections
or short turns. At Continental one pipe laying gang with three
skilled men and two laborers laid as high as 1075 feet of pipe, part
12-inch and part 14-inch, in eight hours. At a later date, a single
skilled pipe layer, with six unskilled helpers, laid over 1000 feet of
12-inch pipe in nine hours. The highest rate reported for 16-inch
pipe is 800 feet. In this case two experienced men alternated at
jointing the pipe and banding. Experience at Continental indicates
the following average rates:

TABI.E VII. AVERAGE RATE OF SPEED IN PIPE LAYING

Diameter of pipe

Inches
12
14
16
18
20

No. of feet per 8-hour day

Feet
700
600
500
400
350

These rates do not include the installation of risers and valves.
This work is usually included in the contract price, but sometimes it
is done on force account.

There is great danger that a newly-laid pipe line may dry out
before the joint mortar has properly set and hardened. Whenever
laying ceases, as at noon, a plug of wood or sacks should be put in
the end to prevent a draught of air from blowing through the line.
As soon as possible after laying, a stream of water should be turned
into the line to keep it thoroughly wet, certain valves, of course,
being left open so that the line cannot be subjected to any pressure.
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RISERS

The risers are made by cutting a hole in the side of a joint of
pipe, and inserting another joint, the end of which is cut in the shape
of a saddle The two pieces are then cemented together. For ma-
chine-made pipe the cutting and shaping are done a few hours after
the pipe is made, but hand-made pipe, being much less hard, can be
cut in the field. Often the holes are cut after the pipe line is laid.

The making of Y's and T's and other fittings such as bends is
an undeveloped business. The present method of making the pieces
and cementing them together is unsatisfactory. It is slow and ex-
pensive and the joints when made look patchy. These specials
should be cast in one piece in special molds, using rich mortar or
thicker walls. The molds, especially in the large sizes, would be
expensive, but contractors whose business is pipe making or laying
can afford to have them.

The riser valves are usually cemented onto the risers in the field,
though it is preferable to do this work in the pipe yard, if the lengths
of the risers can be known in advance. Cement work of this nature
can be cured more easily and better in the yard than in the field.
Risers should be of smaller diameter than the pipe line. If they are
of the same diameter, the line is unduly weakened at the point where
the hole is cut for the connection.

EFFECT OF HIGH TEMPERATURES

On account of the high temperatures in midsummer in southern
Arizona, pipe laying at that time is attended by some danger. The
expansion and contraction of mortar and concrete with changes in
temperature are high, and a freshly-laid pipe line has little resist-
ance to breaking if contraction occurs at once, usually the first night.
This was illustrated at the University Farm in June, 1916, when a
new pipe line a quarter mile long broke at almost every joint. It
became necessary to uncover the line and make the joints over
again, and in some cases a third time. The work had been guaran-
teed and the loss fell on the pipe contractor. Another instance oc-
curred the previous summer in the Antelope Valley, at the head of
the hot Mojave desert, where every joint for two miles had to be
made over. In case the pipe laying cannot be put off until fall, then
the only precautions possible are to have the pipe well wetted before
laying, to backfill the trench promptly and deeply, to run water
through the pipe at once, and possibly to lay pipe only from daylight
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to a few hours after sunrise and again after sunset. Customarily the
pipe is covered only a couple of inches at first, the better to observe
leaks when the pipe line is tested.

These precautions are not necessary in climates that are cool
with cloudy days. But in parts of Arizona and neighboring states
the summer temperatures are so high and the humidity is so low
that it is doubtful whether cement and concrete work of this char-
acter should be attempted in midsummer. Certainly it is preferable
to defer such work to the safer part of the year. The first and only
recognition of this important limitation, so far as known, is in the
contract of Yuma County for road culverts, dated December 15,
1915. The clause reads as follows: "It is further agreed that the
contractor shall not do any concrete work from June 1st, 1916, to
October 1st, 1916, unless with the written permission of the Board
of Supervisors." This clause should be used in contracts for many
kinds of cement work, possibly with the initial date changed to May
1. At Continental very little pipe was laid during the summer of
1917; the pipe making was continued, but special care was given to
curing the pipe and part of the pipe in the stackyard was covered
with arrowweed and brush.

On a pipe line in British Columbia, where contraction cracks
were feared, slip joints were provided every 30 feet. They were
made as follows: When the pipe molds were three-fourths filled, a
galvanized iron thimble 5 inches wide was inserted and pressed
down in the mortar. The thimble was coated with heavy oil and
when half buried a layer of oil was poured on the mortar, after
which more mortar was put in and the molds were filled.

EFFECT OF WETTING DRY PIPE

Another cause of expansion and contraction of cement pipe lines
is variation in the degree of dryness. The drying out of mortar or
concrete produces contraction, while the saturation of mortar causes
it to expand. Running water through a line of pipe which has been
thoroughly dried out before it is laid causes the line to expand
with great force. This expansion may exert a tremendous pressure
against structures such as gate pits, division boxes, and weir boxes.
At Continental several of the gate pits as first constructed were de-
stroyed in this way. Fig. 20 shows the cracks on four sides of a
gate pit due to pressure from the south side. The pipe line at this
point runs north with a lateral towards the east. The cracked gate
pits were not removed, but the lower portions were enclosed in a
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4-mch concrete jacket containing substantial horizontal reinforce-
ment After this experience the design of gate pits was changed
and they were all built with the lowest section heavily reinforced
None of the reinforced pits gave any trouble.

In the early summer of 1918 a great deal of trouble was had with
a 20-inch pipe line when the water was put in the line. The failures
were by long longitudinal cracks running along the top and the
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Fig 20 —A cracked gate pit at Continental, caused by expansion of pipe line

bottom of the line. In the first break twenty-two lengths of pipe
were cracked both top and bottom. In this case the break occurred
at a bend in the line about midway between two gate pits, both of
which had been reinforced The bend was the point of greatest
weakness, and a heavy longitudinal shear must have been developed
in the pipe. The line was under only three pounds internal pressure
and the fractured pipe was found to be dense and hard Fig 21 is
a picture of the second break. Each time, as soon as a break was
repaired and the water was turned into the line another similar
break occurred. The breaks were confined wholly to the 20-inch
pipe, though one pipe line telescoped where a 14-inch pipe joined a
16-inch. The 20-inch pipe was made in the summer of 1917 and
was stacked in the open air where it became bone-dry. The pipe
was laid early in 1918, but no water was turned into it until April.

When it seemed apparent that the 20-inch pipe were failing from
longitudinal compression, the line was broken open at intervals and
expansion joints were put in. In some cases where the line was
not under pressure the expansion joint was made by leaving about
an inch between two pipe and wrapping a band of tar roofing paper
around the line, fastening it with wire. Where the line was under
some pressure the expansion joint was made with asphalt. A thim-
ble of galvanized iron six inches long was first placed on the inside
of the joint The edges of the thimble were sealed with wet adobe
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and the other was laid on its side in shallow water so that the lower
quarter of the pipe was immersed. The pipes were withdrawn fre-
quently, well wiped with towels, and weighed and measured. The
results are shown in the graphs of Fig. 22. The pipe which was im-
mersed entirely gained about five percent of its weight by absorp-
tion of water, and gained it very rapidly. The increase in weight
was practically completed in one and one-half hours. The second
pipe gained about one-quarter as much in the same period of time.
This indicates that the water does not creep upward through the con-
crete by capillarity except at a very slow rate. The expansion curves
for the first pipe and for the lower side of the second pipe are almost
identical. They exhibit a remarkable lag behind the saturation-time
curve, suggesting that the expansion is due to recrystallization.
The percentage of elongation is .0005. If this figure is multiplied
by the modulus of elasticity for concrete it will give the internal
stress which would result in a pipe line with immovable ends. The
pipe being of a rich mixture and well aged, the modulus should be
about three million, and, therefore, the internal stress equivalent
should be at least 1500 pounds per square inch.

The saturation-time curve for internal wetting would be con-
siderably different from that shown in Fig. 22. On account of the
dense, hard interior surface of the pipe the absorption of water
would be very slow. On the other hand, an internal pressure head
of several pounds would tend to increase the rapidity of absorption.

The pipe that was immersed over one-fourth of its surface was
observed to show a hair crack at the tongue end on the inside top,
extending inward about 5 inches. Another experiment was made,
therefore, by taking a 16-inch pipe that had been broken by internal
pressure (see Fig. 25) and immersing it over one-fourth of its sur-
face. The pipe was laid in the water with the open crack on top.
Another broken pipe was immersed over one-half of its surface.
These pipes had been provided with inlaid metal measuring points
spaced 8 inches apart symmetrically across the top, so that the open-
ing or closing of the crack could be measured. The results of these
tests are shown in Fig. 23. The saturation of the lower part of the
pipes caused the cracks first to close and then to reopen in part.
This proves that the absorption of water was largely from the out-
side and, as the water penetrated toward the center, the pipe, like a
compound spring, closed. When the penetration passed the center
of the pipe wall, the spring began to open.

In the case of a dry pipe line in which water is admitted, the
absorption is from the inside, though slow; and the expansion of the
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inner portion of the pipe tends to produce cracks in the outer por-
tion. The inner portion, being of rich mortar and dense, has a
relatively high percentage of expansion due to saturation. After
a crack has started on the outside, internal pressure or other causes
may complete the rupture. Test specimens while being tested for
percolation and resistance to internal pressure sometimes fail as a
result of the penetration of water into the inner wall.

In case, however, that the first flow into a dry pipe line does not
fill the pipe, then the saturation and expansion of the invert creates
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Fig. 23 —Effect of saturation on pipe that had been broken m internal-
pressure testing machine.

a bending moment at the crown and tends to produce a crack which
will begin to open from the inside. If the saturation is wholly from
the inside, the first effect is tension throughout the section at the
crown, and this is changed to a bending moment as the penetration
of the water into the invert increases toward the outer surface of
the pipe wall. The bending moment reaches its maximum when
the saturation of the wall is complete. The expansion of the lower
half of the pipe has the same effect as swelling a wooden wedge in
the bottom. If the distortion is enough to cause failure, a crack
will occur at the top and will show first on the inside at or near the
crown. Rupture at the top may be followed by another crack at
the bottom. The strain at the top of the pipe will be greatest when
the pipe line is about half filled with water. In the case of freshly-
laid dry pipe, therefore, it is preferable to run a full head of water
the first time, or perhaps a very small stream at first to help cure
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the joint mortar, to be followed about three days later by a full
head. The safest method is to leave the pipe line open at intervals
so that a part of the water can rise and flow in the trench, and thus
the walls will absorb water from the outside and from the inside
simultaneously.

In the light of these experiments it seems apparent that the
longitudinal cracks at Continental were due to progressive satura-
tion of the pipe wall from the inside and greater saturation of the
under side of the pipe than of the upper side. Of course, other forces
were working. The expansion of the invert, together with the ex-
ternal load pressure, the internal hydraulic pressure, and longitudi-
nal shear on curves, all produce tension at the top of the pipe, that is,
these forces are all additive. A break may be the result of a combi-
nation of several or all of them.

It is known that concrete under high stress flows to a consider-
able extent and thus tends to relieve itself of stress.* It would ap-
pear, however, from the experience had at Continental and else-
where that the mortar does not flow fast enough to prevent the de-
velopment of very high stresses.

It is known also that concrete and mortar when wetted, after
being cured in dry air, temporarily lose a considerable part of their
strength. Van Ornum reports for short concrete cylinders a loss of
forty percent.t In the case of rich mortars the percentage of loss
may be even greater.

Failures of pipe lines have occurred in the San Joaquin Valley
under similar conditions and for similar reasons. Scores of gate
pits have been destroyed, curves have buckled out of line and pipe
lines have opened at top and bottom. It appears that the true cause
has never been assigned to these failures. In humid regions the
pipe does not become dry enough to cause trouble.

Several important lessons are to be learned from the experiences
at Continental. In the first place, it is much safer to do cement-
pipe making and laying in the cooler part of the year. In arid cli-
mates extreme drying of the pipe in the stackyard should be pre-
vented. If pipe is made in the summer time and must be stacked
in the open it should be stacked high instead of being spread over
a large area. The stacks should be covered with brush or should
be under good roofs. The pipe should be wetted occasionally, espe-
cially for a few weeks before the pipe is to be laid. If it is neces-
sary to lay bone-dry pipe, larger than 14-inch diameter, the pipe

Mour. Arner. Cone. Inst., Feb., 1917.
f Trans. Am. Soc C. E , Vol. LXXVII, p 438, 1014.
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should be given a three hours' dip in an irrigation ditch or in a vat
shortly before laying; or water should be run down the trench on
top of a shallow backfill at the same time that water is admitted into
the line. This is easily accomplished by leaving the riser valves
open.

At Continental there has been no failure of pipe smaller than 20-
inches in diameter, though several gate pits were crushed by the
longitudinal expansion of dry 12 and 16-inch pipe lines. Expansion
joints placed near gate pits relieve the pressure against these struc-
tures and would be useful on curves. Accuracy in alignment is ad-
visable In hot weather the pipe making should be slowed down to
the same rate as pipe laying, so that the pipe can be laid within a
few days after its curing period. Cement pipe plants should not
carry a large stock of pipe out of doors through the summer.

Accidents and failures are likely to occur on all pipe lines,
whether clay or cement, when they are new. The pipe layer should
stay on the work while the pipe is being tested and proven. Almost
never does an accident occur on an old line.



TESTS

INTERNAL PRESSURE AND PERCOLATION TESTS

The resistance to internal pressure has long been a standard test
for sewer pipe, but the test has not been applied to irrigation pipe
or drain tile to any extent. Comparatively little irrigation pipe has
been laid where it could be subjected to high pressure heads, and
failures of drain tile are due invariably to external loads

The test is made by sealing the ends of the pipe in some way and
forcing the water into the pipe by means of a small pump, or admit-
ting the water from a water pipe line. Usually a single joint of pipe
is taken, but in some instances several joints of pipe have been
cemented together and tested as a unit. An entire pipe line, or sec-
tions of a line, can be tested after the laying and backfilling are
completed, but, of course, no effort is made to test such lines to
destruction.

The equipment used for making the tests here reported is shown
in Fig. 24. The equipment is at the Tucson city pumping plant.
There is a heavy frame with a platform at the bottom and an in-
verted jackscrew at the top. On the platform is a heavy circul»T-
iron plate, through the center of which is connected a J^-inch pipe.
Gaskets of rubber three-sixteenths of an inch thick were used at
both top and bottom. On the upper gasket a J^-inch circular cast
iron plate and a circular wooden cover 3 inches thick were placed,
and over the latter a short block of wood 4 inches by 4 inches. The
upper cover carried a small pipe outlet, to permit the escape of air
The maximum water pressure obtainable was about 50 pounds per
square inch. A pressure gauge was attached so that it measured
the pressure at the midheight of the pipe. In order to control the
pressure readily and to apply it slowly without shock, a bleeder
valve was provided as shown in the lower right hand corner of
Fig. 24. This equipment had been used previously to test clay
sewer pipe.

Usually, when the tests to be made are few in number, the pipe
is laid on its side and two wooden or iron bulkheads are fastened
on with one or several longitudinal rods running through the tile
or just outside it. Nuts on the ends of these rods are tightened
sufficiently to prevent leakage around the gaskets. The vertical
frame and jackscrew have the advantage of convenience and speed.

Internal pressure tests are attended by considerable difficulty.
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groove end, but is likely to vary a quarter inch or more at the tongue
end. The reason for this eccentricity is that the pipe is made with
the groove end on the ground, and that the forms become displaced
somewhat by reason of unequal tamping as the forms are gradually
filled. The machine-made pipe is accurate as to length and uniform
in weight.

Usually the breaks occurred suddenly and a single crack opened
about one-sixteenth inch or less, extending vertically from bottom
to top. In one case the crack opened slowly, beginning at the bot-
tom, and in several cases the crack appeared to start definitely at
the bottom. A few of the cracks extended upward spirally. Inas-
much as longitudinal breaks in pipe lines produce cracks in both
top and bottom, it might be expected that there would be two cracks
in the broken tesi pieces. There was no indication, however, of a
second crack in the pipe wall with two exceptions. The cracks in
the machine-made pipe opened much wider than those in the hand-
made pipe.

In the author's tests there were six or eight cases in which the
pipe broke at very low pressure. Three of the machine-made pipe
broke at less than ten pounds per square inch. Several possible
explanations of these tests should be considered. They are:

1. Injury to the pipe in hauling or unloading.
2. Water hammer or pulsations due to the proximity of the

testing machine to the city pumps.
3. Eccentric loading or combination of central load at top with

two side supports at bottom. The location of the breaks might in-
dicate this.

4. Reduction of strength due to saturation.
5. Expansion of the interior part of the pipe wall, perhaps one-

third or one-fourth of the thickness, due to partial penetration of
the water. The pipe were dry when tested.

It is believed that the last named was the main cause of the early
failures. Expansion of the inner shell would produce tensile stresses
in the outer portion which would increase with the penetration of
water. This tension, added to that due to internal pressure, might
crack the outside portion, and the remaining wetted portion would
be too thin to resist even the low internal pressure.

More recently the author, while visiting another pipe yard,
watched the testing of two specimens. Both withstood 80 pounds
pressure. He then asked to make a test in the same manner as
practiced at Tucson, and picked a pipe which had been lying in the
sun for two months. It broke at 15 pounds. The first tests were
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The sweating through the walls of the hand-made pipe at 5
pounds pressure was quite strong, and with 10 pounds pressure the
percolation was rapid. Even at 2 pounds or less, the uneven char-
acter of the pipe was apparent, the less carefully tamped portions
becoming wet on the outer surface immediately. It has been noted
often in the field that a new pipe line is quite porous; but it has
been found that the pipe improves rapidly in this respect and soon
becomes impervious except perhaps at occasional spots where tamp-
ing was poorly done. Hand-made pipe is usually coated on the in-
side with a wash of neat cement, partly to make it watertight and
partly to increase its carrying capacity.

The machine-made pipe was practically impervious at 15 pounds
pressure. The slight sweating on the top corrugation is believed to
have come through the joint under the gasket. The inner surface as
made by the packer-head is very dense. Where the pipe is laid in a
trench with rich mortar in the joints, even the slight sweating on the
corrugation at the groove end is impossible. In no other way is the
superiority of the machine-made pipe so pronounced as in the perco-
lation test.

Some advocates of clay pipe for sewers are asking that the per-
colation test be discontinued. However, the American Society for
Testing Materials, in standard specifications just adopted, has in-
cluded percolation tests at 5 and 15 pounds for both clay and cement
sewer pipe. The test can be made in connection with the internal
pressure test without additional apparatus, and undoubtedly it will
be used increasingly in the future. The specifications of the A. S.
T. M. should be amplified to cover the condition of the pipe.

One advantage of the hydrostatic tests is that they test every
part of the pipe in detail. For instance, if the tongue end is made
with an insufficiency of mortar in the hopper, or if the wall on one
side is thin, or in spots the mortar was not well tamped, the pipe
will fail because the defective part fails. On the other hand, the
external pressure test is much less likely to reveal a local weakness.

Records of pipe tests have been noted in which the pipe stood
considerably over 100 pounds pressure with no seepage. These
tests have been made usually on 8-inch pipe, which has thicker walls
comparatively than the larger sizes commonly used in irrigation
pipe lines.

The question of what pressure heads can be considered safe foi
machine-made cement pipe lines is an important one. A consider-
able factor of safety must be used by designers to allow for occa-
sional defective pipe that may get past the inspector and for the
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supporting strength of tile in ditches*; the bedding of the tile in
the sand is not difficult or onerous, and this method should be pre-
ferred to the other methods in use, all of which depend upon doubt-
ful conversion factors.

Downward pressure was provided by means of a lever. The ful-
crum was fastened to a tree stump, and the free end carried a
suspended box into which pails of sand could be poured. The ratio
of lever arms was one to five. Proper allowance was made for the
weight of the apparatus resting on the pipe. The time required, in-
cluding the measurements, was from 25 to SO minutes per pipe.

The internal diameters were measured vertically and horizon-
tally, and the wall thickness was measured on top, bottom, and each
side at the tongue end. Each pipe was weighed before testing. The
data of the tests in 1917 are given in Table XL

The 12-inch, 16-inch, and 20-inch machine-made pipe, tested dry,
were of almost identical strength. The breaking loads ranged from
4400 to 6300 pounds. The 14-inch pipe were weaker, the average
breaking load being 3440 pounds. This is due in part to the age
of the pipe, but an additional reason for the low strength is evi-
dent from an inspection of the wall thicknesses. To be consistent,
the 12-inch pipe might be one-eighth inch thinner or the 14-inch pipe
an eighth inch thicker. An accurate comparison can be had by com-
puting, for each group of pipe tested, the modulus of rupture, that
is, the maximum stress in pounds per square inch in the pipe shell
at the moment of failure. This comparison is made in Table Xllf.
Inspection of the last column shows the highest modulus of rupture
for the 12-inch pipe and the least for the 14-inch pipe. Apparently
there is considerable gain in strength after the first month. Exclud-
ing the 14-inch pipe, which was only one month old when tested,
the evidence is that the smaller the pipe the better and more denseJy
it was packed. This is perhaps characteristic of packer-head pipe
and indicates that the packer-head principle is better adapted to
small sizes of pipe than to large sizes. All the moduli are high as
compared with other tests on 1:3 cement mortars.

*Report of Investigations on Dram Tile of Committee C-6 of the American
Society for Testing Materials, published as bulletin of Iowa State College of Agri-
culture and Mechanic Arts, Vol. XII, No 34, p. 102

f For method of computation, see Ibid, page 87.
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TABLE XII. MODULUS OF RUPTURE OF MACHINE-MADE CEMENT PIPE, DRY

Group

1
2
3
4

Diam.

Inches
12 0
14 0
161
20 2

Mm.
thickness

Inches
128
135
162
184

Breaking
load per

lineal foot

Pounds
2633
1721
2828
2780

Kadius
of center

line

Inches
6 64
7 68
886

11.02

* " £ • Modulus

In —Lb, , Pounds
291 l 1067
220 725
417 953
510 904

The strength of the machine-made pipe in each group is com-
paratively uniform. This should be characteristic of pipe made by
machinery, all pipe being compressed exactly the same way and
the same amount. Such uniformity is very improbable in the case
of hand-made pipe.

The 16-inch hand-made pipe broke at loads three-fifths as great
as the machine-made pipe. This may be accepted as the approxi-
mate ratio of strength of the two classes of pipe, inasmuch as the
wall thicknesses and ages were approximately the same.

The data obtained on pipe made of washed sand are somewhat
equivocal. The tests on 12-inch pipe do not show any advantage
from the washed sand, and the tests on 20-inch pipe are not con-
clusive.

Owing to the difficulties previously had with the internal press-
ure tests, it was thought that the strength might be reduced ser-
iously by thoroughly wetting the pipe just before testing them. To
investigate this possibility, pip'es Nos. 8, 9, and 10 were immersed in
a tank of water, then weighed and tested immediately. No. 8 was
immersed 36 minutes, it gained 1.5 pounds, and broke at 4560
pounds, a reduction of 18 per cent from the strength when tested
dry. Nos. 9 and 10 were soaked 46 minutes, and lost 36 per cent in
strength.

These tests, while few in number, are sufficient to establish the
point that cement pipe, cured and dry, is weakened by immersing in
water. The weakening may be due, in part, to differential expan-
sion, or it may be due wholly to the condition of saturation. Vat*
Ornum found that the loss of strength of concrete cylinders is tem-
porary, and the original strength is regained and perhaps exceeded
in the course of a few weeks*; but the maximum load on a pipe line,
laid dry, may occur when it is at the lowest point of its strength.
Usually it is possible to apply the load by degrees; deep trenches
can be backfilled in part only, until sometime after water has been

*Trans Amer Soc O E Vol LXXVII p 438
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put in the line, and the first run of water should fill the pipe without
subjecting it to much pressure head.

The exact relation between the loss of strength and the absorp-
tion of water can be obtained only by systematic testing on a com-
prehensive plan. The hypothesis is offered, however, that the weak-
ening can be reduced by extending the period of curing, and this
should be done in most cases. Most pipe makers cure their pipe
only from six to ten days, and the duration of time of curing ot
large sized pipe or of pipe that is not to be laid immediately may
well be extended to 15 or even 30 days.

External pressure tests were made on another group of pipe on
April 27, 1918. The data are given in Table XIII. Pipe No. 1 of
this group was a 14-inch pipe, which had been in use in the ground
for over a year but was removed during some change in the line. It
was dried in the sun before testing. The pipe was under the usual
weight because the tongue and groove were broken off. The next
three pipe were five months old and were tested dry.

The 20-inch pipe consisted of four specimens that were made of
mortar mixed in the proportions of one of cement to three of sand,
and four specimens of 1:2% mortar. The two lots were approxi-
mately the same age. The leaner mixture showed the greater
strength. This is contradictory to common knowledge of the varia-
tion of strength with richness of the mortar. Possibly it would be
better not to publish the results. It may be, however, that these
results are linked in some way to the pipe failures described on page
110. If differential expansion causes weakening of the pipe, differ-
ential contraction at some stage of the curing or just afterward may
have caused minute shallow cracks, which would be more likely to
come on the outer surface of the pipe, and would tend to weaken the
pipe permanently.

Another test series was made in June, 1918, to determine the ef-
fect of variations in the curing of pipe. All of the test specimens
were of 16-inch pipe and were taken at the pipe plant at one time,
so that they were of the same proportions and consistency. The
original program of testing was not carried out, however, be-
cause the pipe maker failed to follow instructions for curing the
test specimens.

The results are given in Table XIV. Four pipe were tested at
the end of seven days. After 28 days 12 pipe were tested. Of these
12, four had been kept wet by sprinkling, four had been cured for
10 days and then placed in the stackyard, and four had been cured
and stacked but were soaked in water for 5 hours just before test-
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ing. At the end of 52 days tests were made on four pipe, of which
two had been cured by sprinkling for 30 days, and two had been
stacked after 10 days. Through a mistake a top sand box 14 inches
wide was used during all of the tests of this series. The average
results are as follows:

The first group of four pipe, age 7 days, broke at an average oi
2437 pounds. This is about half of the strength which the pipe
should attain ultimately. The second group, after 28 days curing,
broke at 3644 pounds, an increase of about 50 percent u\ er the
strength at 7 days. From a consideration of the 14-inch pipe in
Table XIII a further increase in strength could be expected if the
curing were continued.

The third group, four pipe, were cured in the usual way. The
average breaking load was 5248 pounds. The next group wore cure j
in the usual way, but were immersed in water for five hours just be-
fore testing. The effect of the soaking was to reduce the strength
32 percent.

The last four tests included two pipe that were cured 10 days and
two that were supposed to have been cured 30 days. The two
former had a slightly higher average strength, but the number
tested was so small that no conclusions can be drawn.

The resistance of cement pipe to crushing depends to a large
extent on the moisture content of the pipe. It is useless to standard-
ize the details of testing and disregard the condition of the test
specimens. The object of testing is not to obtain the maximum
possible strength, but to ascertain the strength under actual work-
ing conditions. Cement pipe is used to convey water, and after
laying it is certain to become saturated. The strength of dry pipe,
therefore, is artificial and abnormal, and does not measure the
strength of the pipe when buried in a trench. At the present time
specifications for pipe testing do not stipulate the condition of the
pipe. The following clause should be added to cover this feature.

All test specimens shall be tested when wet. Preferably
they shall be kept thoroughly wet for at least a week prior to
testing. If it is necessary to test dry pipe on short notice, they
shall be immersed in water for at least four hours before testing.

Pipe tests at the University of Arizona hereafter will be made
with the pipe in a thoroughly wet condition.

LOADS ON PIPS IN DITCHES AND DESIGN O# PIPE}

The external loads which are borne by a pipe line are due to the
backfilling in the trench and any superimposed loads, such as the
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XVI. DOWNWARD PRESSURE ON PIPES IN DITCHES IN POUNDS

PER LINEAL FOOT

Diameter
of pipe

Inches
12
16
20

Breadth
of ditch

B

Inches
25
30
35

Depth of ditch filling m feet

2 5

Pounds
480
600
710

5 10

Pounds
840

1130
1350

Pounds
1240
1680
2160

15

Pounds
1450
1990
2660

Comparing these loads with the strength of the pipe as shown
in column 4 of Table XII, it is apparent that while the smaller sizes
of pipe have ample strength, the 20-inch pipe, when buried over 10
feet, has a very small margin of safety. It is recommended that
designers should use a factor of safety of 1.25 to 1.5, depending on
how much care is likely to be taken in laying the pipe. It is not
practicable ordinarily to demand pipe of varying wall thicknesses
because pipe makers cannot afford to carry more than one set of
pallets for each size; but the requisite strength can be secured in
other ways, especially by the control of the curing of the pipe, and
in important cases it may be necessary to require extra thick pipe
walls.

Although the external pressure tests exhibit approximately equal
supporting strength for the various sizes of pipe, this is not a
rational relation; the larger pipe should have greater strength. The
present-day practice with respect to thickness of pipe is exhibited
in Table II. The practice should be changed by using slightly thin-
ner walls for small pipe and increasing the wall thickness of the
larger sizes. A great deal of 36-inch pipe is made with 3-inch walls.
It is said in defense that more gravel can be used in the concrete in
large pipe and that it can be better tamped than can small pipe.
But the percentage of failures of 36-inch pipe is greater than for any
other size. Thirty-six-inch pipe should have walls 3% inches in
thickness.

From the few tests made on hand-tamped pipe, it is seen that
16-inch pipe of that character is in danger of crushing if buried 10
feet in depth.

Unlike drain tile and sewer pipe, both of which are laid on even
gradients, irrigation pipe can follow the surface undulations, and
hence it is seldom laid over six feet in depth. Usually the internal
pressure head is the limiting factor for which the strength of the
pipe must be designed. Occasionally, however, a pipe line is placed
under a deep fill, and in those cases the considerations relating to
external pressure cannot be overlooked.
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ABSORPTION TESTS

The absorption is determined in the following manner: A piece
of concrete, weighing from one to two pounds, is broken out of each
pipe to be tested. These test pieces are dried in an oven at a tem-
perature of 110° F. for at least seven days, and are then weighed.
They are then soaked in water for three days and weighed again.
The gain in weight, expressed as a percentage of the dry weight, is
called the absorption.

The absorption is a measure of the watertightness of concrete.
The test is especially important if the pipe is to be used under con-
siderable water pressure or in alkali soil. With clay pipe, however,
the test is not a positive indication of perviousness. If the pipe is
thoroughly vitrified the absorption may be low and yet the pipe
may be pervious.

Absorption is a measure, also, of the density, and the density of
concrete is an index of its strength Given the ingredients and the
proportions, the strength depends directly upon how densely the
concrete is packed. It is possible to tamp pipe by hand so thor-
oughly as to give it great density; much depends on the man who
does the tamping and on the rate at which the mortar is fed into the
molds. It is likely, even, that pipe made in the morning will be
denser than that made in the afternoon, and different parts of the
same pipe must vary in density. On the other hand, the density
of machine-made pipe is very uniform

The results of the tests for absorption are placed in Table XI
in order to study the effect of the porosity upon the strength. The
absorption for the machine-made pipe varies from 5 15 to 6 58 per-
cent, average 5.7 per cent. The absorption for the hand-made pipe
is shown to be considerably higher.

Test pieces from pipe Nos. 4 to 7 of Table XI were boiled three
hours and then were left in the water for three days before weigh-
ing. The average absorption was 76 per cent The figures are not
placed in the table because they are not comparable with the others.
The tentative specifications adopted recently by the American So-
ciety for Testing Materials for sewer pipe require that, after thor-
ough drying at a temperature not less than 110°, the specimens shall
be kept in boiling water five hours. Doubtless this method of mak-
ing the absorption test will come into general use. Boiling must
result in expelling all the air from the test specimens, but the
acceleration of the hydration of the cement is likely to make the
porosity appear to be greater than it is.
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In November, 1916, some McCracken sewer pipe made of one
part cement to two and a half parts of sand, and some vitrified clay
sewer pipe were tested for absorption. The clay pipe was being
used for street sewers in Tucson. The McCracken cement pipe had
been offered in the bidding, but was not accepted on account of
undue prejudice against the use of cement pipe for sewers. The
results of the tests are given in Table XVII They show that clay
pipe may have a very low percentage of absorption and yet be very
pervious to water

XVII. ABSORPTION TESTS ON SEWER PIPS, TUCSON, 1916

No

1

2
3
4
5
6

Sample

Clay tile, nearly vitrified

" " thoroughly vitrified
" " nearly vitrified
" " semi-vitrified

Cement pipe, body
" bell

Absorption

%
3 07

243
2 98
5 59
461
2 89

Perviousness

No seepage 15 pounds 5
minutes

Sweat uniformly all over.
" on Ys of surface
" all over in j4 min.

Not tested for seepage

INTERNAL FRICTION TESTS
Tests to determine the friction loss in hand-made cement pipe

were made at the University Farm in 1916. The object was to
furnish a basis for the design of two additions to the distributing
system.

All of the old line was 12 inches in diameter and all except the
first 360 feet was built with rectangular outlet boxes spaced every
36 feet. These boxes are 22 inches long by 30 inches wide, and have
two discharge notches at the top, one toward the right of the pipe
line, one toward the left. The flow of water expands on entering
a box and contracts on leaving, so that there is a considerable loss
of head in each box These boxes were designed by a former super-
intendent of the farm. The design is not to be recommended.

In making the tests, the discharge of water was measured over a
weir just before entering the pipe line, and the water levels were
noted in each box by measuring down from a point on the top. A
line of levels had been run to determine the elevations of the points
on the tops of the boxes. The cement pipe when new had received
a coat of neat cement wash on the inside surface.

After the additional pipe line had been laid in the summer of
1916, pipe friction tests were made in that portion which had 12-
inch outlet risers and valves of the California pattern; that is, the
riser is a joint of pipe cemented into an opening in the top of the
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pipe line. In this case the loss of head must be moderate since the
flow of water is expanded on the top side only, the filaments of
water on the lower side moving in straight lines. The results of
all the tests are given in Table XVIII.

XVIII. FRICTION LOSSES IN HAND-MADU CEMENT PIPS AT THE

UNIVERSITY £ARM

Pipe line

Straight, no boxes
Rectangular outlet
boxes every 36 ft.

Circular outlet ris-
ers every 36 ft...

Discharge

Second-feet
1.6

1.6

1.6

Loss of head
per 100 feet

Feet
.222

.368

.300

Increase
in loss

%

66

35

Loss per box
or riser

Velocity.heads
. . . .

0.87

0.47

The results in Table XIX will be of value to designers of pipe
lines. While pipe friction tables are easily available, data on the
effect of boxes and risers have not been published. The value ob-
tained in the straight pipe without risers corresponds to a value of
"ri3 in Kutter's formula of .013. This is the value most used for
cement and concrete surfaces.

Tests of pipe friction were made at Continental in 1917. The
flow of water is northward from the pumping plant, through about a
mile of machine-made pipe, thence eastward across the railway and
through a quarter mile of 16-inch hand-made pipe. Readings were
taken at the several gate pits built at intervals along the line.
There are no outlet risers on the line of pipe as tested except in the
16-inch line, where the risers are 280 feet apart. A summary of the
tests is given in Table XIX.
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three quarts at a time, were still coming out of the pipe line at inter-
vals of about a minute, and this was an hour and forty minutes after
the gates had been adjusted. On the east side of the railroad this
effect was not encountered On that side the line has an ascend-
ing grade and the entering water doubtless carries all the air out
promptly

The important bearing of these observations is that, as in many
other lines of design, a factor of safety is necessary in designing
pipe lines on descending grades, and, furthermore, there should be
many air vents or open standpipes on descending grades. In com-
puting capacities, pipe lines are assumed to be running full of water,
but no recognition is made of possible unfavorable conditions. It
is interesting to note from Table XIX that the friction loss between
Lateral No 3 and the railroad was 43 percent greater in one test
made 18 minutes after adjusting the gates than in another test made
3 hours and 20 minutes after adjusting the gates. Also, in the
same line, on October 8, with a discharge of 2.08 second-feet, the
loss of head decreased from 8 65 feet 37 minutes after adjusting the
gates for this test to 8 22 feet one hour after adjusting the gates,
and 8 00 feet 1 hour and 24 minutes after adjusting the gates.

From all the above tests it may be concluded that the friction
factor, "n," for hand-tamped and washed pipe is .013 and for ma-
chine-made pipe the factor is a little less than .013. This assumes
that the joints are well made by careful workmen. If it is assumed
that the joints will be left rough and projecting on the inside, then
the designers should use a friction factor of .014 or .015.

CAPACITY TABLES

As a basis for determining the proper sizes of pipe required in the
design of any particular project, Table XX has been prepared. This
table is computed from Kutter's formula, using a friction factor of
.013. This is a conservative basis for straight lines without risers,
and well executed machine-made cement pipe lines may have some-
what greater capacities than those given

In the case of lines with tee risers of the same size it will be
about right to assume an increase of friction loss of 12 J/£ per cent
for each riser in 100 feet of pipe*. Thus, if the risers are spaced 50
feet apart, increase the allowance for friction 25 per cent; if they
are spaced 33 feet apart, increase the allowance about 38 per cent.
Sometimes tee risers of smaller size than the pipe line are used. In

*See page 136.





DURABILITY

It is assumed frequently by those who are unfamiliar with its
use that cement pipe is of doubtful permanence. Advocates of clay
tile have disparaged cement pipe many times and have magnified
the significance of such failures as have occurred. In most cases
these failures have been traceable easily to preventable causes.

On the contrary, cement pipe improves with age. Sewer pipe
that has been in use for over thirty years has been examined and
single joints removed to show that it is in perfect condition. The
Cloaca Maxima, one of the sewers of Rome, built about 700 B. C, is
still in use. It is an accepted fact that concrete is not injured by
ordinary sewage. There are many hundreds of irrigation pipe lines
which have been in the ground from ten to thirty years, and which
are stronger now than when they were laid.

In some parts of the United States concrete placed in strong
alkali soils has been injured or destroyed. The exact action ana
conditions of the injury have been the source of much inquiry and
discussion. Cooperative investigations of the effect of alkali on
tile are being made by the U. S. Bureau of Standards with several
other organizations. Eight carloads of tile were shipped to eight
of the best known concentrated alkali districts, one of them being
Yuma, Arizona. The progress report* at the end of two years
states that tile made of cement mixtures, not leaner than one part
cement to three parts aggregate, made by the wet process, which
requires that the molds be held in place for several hours after
molding, are apparently unaffected structurally when exposed for
two years in operative drains in concentrated alkali soils similar to
those included in this investigation. There was no evidence of alkali
in the walls of any of these tile. The great majority of the tile
manufactured by the dry process, which is now the most commonly
used commercial method of manufacturing cement tile, were also
unaffected, but there were some exceptions, as indicated by strength
tests and by the appearance of alkali salts in their fractured surfaces.
The exceptions, however, occurred in other states than Arizona.
The tile placed at Yuma, in Section 4, Township 16 South, Range 23
East, S. B. M., in concentrated alkali soil were not injured.

The third progressf report shows considerable effect from alkali,
particularly in Colorado. Yuma stands at the foot of the list, show

•Reclamation Record, Vol. 7, No 8, August, 1916, p. 369.
fBmeau of Standards, Technologic Paper No 95, November, 1917.
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but there is not a single instance of disintegration or weakening due
to alkali. Only one case has been observed by the author of pos-
sible deterioration from alkali. In that case the pipe was made by
a novice and was poorly tamped. The seepage through the porous
spotg, which are usually narrow, perhaps one-half inch to an inch
along the pipe line, has apparently carried away the cement in solu-
tion. The intervening portions are still hard and ring when struck
with a hammer. This pipe line is ten years old.

It has long been known that certain pozzuolanic cements are ex-
ceedingly resistant to the action of sea water and consequently to
similar soil alkalies. Some efforts are now being made to produce
a "marine cement" or "alkali-proof cement73 by regrinding Portland
cement with pozzuolanic materials, especially diatomaceous earth.
Laboratory tests show such mixtures to be resistant to chemical
action and to be actually stronger in sea water than in soft water.

Good cement pipe cannot be made from unsound cement. Fig.
27, reprinted from Bulletin 55, shows cement irrigation pipe which
disintegrated while curing and for which the cement manufacturers
paid damages. Cement should be purchased with the standard
specifications of the American Society of Civil Engineers. Unsound
cement is met with much less frequently than it was twenty years
ago.
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tomland. These sloping lands have grades of from one to three
feet per hundred feet, and the soil is gravelly loam or sandy loam.
The furrows are run straight down the steepest slope or nearly so.
Risers are placed on the main supply pipe line and on the laterals.
Each riser hood has four 2-inch side openings, and each opening
serves three furrows, not simultaneously but in rotation, beginning
always with the highest. Cultivation is in many cases continuous
across more than one plat.

The quantity of water per furrow is regulated by means of the
valve and is measured by the height of the water level above the
center of the openings. The discharges per opening were meas-
ured and are given in Table XXL

XXI. DISCHARGE FROM 2-INCH SIDE OPENINGS IN HOODS

Head above center of openings

Inches
I
2
3
4

6
7

Discharge

Gallons per minute
94

14 0
18 0
220
25 0
28 0
310

In California small galvanized iron tubes with slip gates are
much used in place of the open holes. A correspondent, in reply
to a request for measuring the discharge from the galvanized tubes,
states that the discharges are as given in Table XXII.

TABLE XXII. DISCHARGE FROM GALVANIZED GATES 2J/2 INCHES LONG

Diameter of gate

Inches

VA

3

Head over top of grate

3% inches
Gallons per minute

17
30
62

7 Indies
Gallons per minute

24
43
88

A system which is still found occasionally consists of risers with
the top sealed by a cement plug while the galvanized gates are on
the outside instead of inside. The gates leak and the system is
unsatisfactory. Another system that should be discontinued is one
in which the pipe line is only half buried in the ground and gal-
vanized gates are placed directly on the pipe line at intervals equal
to the furrow spacing. A light earth covering is placed on the pipe
line between the galvanized gates, but the line is not protected ade-
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PIPS UNE SYSTEMS

A key map of a 540-acre field at Continental is shown in Fig. 33
The arrows indicate the direction of irrigation. The 10-foot con-
tours exhibit the steepness and the rolling character of the land.
The field is composed of a succession of fans built by the intermit-
tently flooded side washes. The pipe-line system is laid out so as
to divide the land into fields of quite uniform slopes. The possi-
bility of running the main supply line over fans and through the
intermediate low districts is of great advantage over open gravity
ditches. The supply line shown in Fig. 33 continues a total length
of over six miles, the entire water supply, 7.6 second-feet, being
derived from the two wells shown.

On important pipe-line systems, where many men are permitted
to adjust the gates and riser valves, a set of rules for the operation
of the system will be useful. The three following rules may be
placed at the head of the list.

1. Always provide some place for the water to go. Begin the
irrigation with too many valves open and regulate by closing one
valve at a time until the desired head is flowing from each of the
open valves.

2 Open or close each gate or valve slowly.
3. Do not shut off one gate or set of valves until another has

been opened.

SPECIAL STRUCTURES

Special structures are often required. A division and measuring
gate pit is shown in Fig. 34. In this case it is necessary to divide
the flow from the 20-inch supply line into two equal parts. Two
equal weirs are provided The certainty of equal division is as-
sured, for if it is assumed that the irrigators on Line A do not take
their full half of the water and that the water in their line is backed
up onto the weir, then the hydraulic gradient in the pit at the head
of Line A will be higher than in Pit B and will also be flatter than
the normal gradient, while the gradient in Line B will be steeper;
hence the gate pit with closed gate on Line A will be the first to
overflow. Therefore, the irrigators on Line A will be warned by
the overflowing gate pit and will open more valves. The irrigators
are instructed to watch their gate pit and keep water level at nor-
mal elevation.

Another special structure at Continental is a gate pit in the
corner of the nursery. The nursery lateral is on a 1.66 percent







OTHER USES OF CEMENT PIPE

In addition to irrigation systems, there are many other forms of
construction for which cement pipe is admirably adapted. Among
them are sewers, culverts, dram tile, gates, underflow collecting
flumes, and water pipe lines.

SEWERS

At the present time over eighty American cities are giving the
preference to cement pipe for sewers Bulletin 55, issued by this
Station in 1907, advocated its use very strongly. Quoting from that
bulletin, page 181,

"For many years it has been an active competitor of clay tile in
sewer construction despite the usually much lower cost of the latter.
The city of Brooklyn, N. Y., has used cement sewer pipe almost ex-
clusively for forty years, and now has over 400 miles of cement
sewers in active use. No less an authority than Rudolph Hering
advocates it in preference to clay tile*. Its advantages are many.
It can be molded to any sectional form and will retain it, while
vitrified pipe shrinks and warps while burning. It is tougher than
vitrified pipe and withstands rough handling with less breakage.
When washed inside with pure cement it is equally as smooth and
frictionless as clean glazed tile, while both pipes soon become so
coated with sewage that the character of the original surface is lost.

In Arizona, conditions are especially suited to the use of cement
sewer pipe. The long freight haul makes vitrified tile very costly.
For the 8-inch size the cement pipe will cost 30 per cent less than
the tile, and in the larger sizes the economy will be still greater.
Throughout Arizona these conditions are practically the same, and
it is to be recommended that each city use the cement pipe. It can
be made by the city or contracted to an experienced cement worker,
in either case under the supervision of the city engineer."

Despite this publicity, Arizona cities have continued to use clay
pipe for sewers. A large sewer contract was let in Tucson in 1916.
The lowest bid for the inside city work (excluding the outfall sewer)
was $66,305 for McCracken machine-made cement pipe. But, owing
to a malicious campaigner against the use of cement pipe for
sewers, the city accepted a bid of $73,612 for vitrified clay pipe.
Inconsistently, however, at the same time the city accepted a bid of
$41,750 for a 30-inch cement pipe outfall sewer.

When the contract was about half completed controversy arose
over the quality of the clay pipe that was being furnished for the

•The Concrete Review. Vol. 1. No. 4. March, 1907.
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inside city sewers, and the contract was held up for several weeks.
The pipe was from a Los Angeles factory and was mostly 8-inch
pipe. Many tests that were made showed that the pipe did not
measure up to the specifications. A committee of engineers was
appointed by the mayor to report on the quality of the pipe, par-
ticularly "as to whether the pipe is of good, first-class, and standard
quality, such as will provide this city with good sewers when laid."
The report of this committee follows:

REPORT OF C0MMITTB3

Nov. 8th, 1916.
To the Mayor and Common Council of the City of Tucson.

Gentlemen: The undersigned, your committee appointed to in-
vestigate and report relative to the quality of the sewer pipe now
being laid in your city, under contract with T. J. Shea, begs to sub-
mit the following report.

In a letter from the Mayor dated Nov. 7, it is stated that you
desire our views "as to whether this pipe is of good, first-class and
standard quality, such as will provide this city with good sewers
when laid/'

The committee has personally inspected considerable of the pipe
stacked up alongside the streets in the north part of the city, and
has selected and tested nine of those pipes. We tested also three
pipes said to have been taken from the last carload and one addi-
tional pipe.

The first test stipulated in the city specifications is that of perco-
lation. Our tests show that the pipes with few exceptions do not
withstand 15 pounds per square inch hydrostatic pressure, and some
of them do not stand a pressure of even 5 pounds. Tests were made
also with a pressure of 2 ^ pounds per square inch lasting 20 min-
utes. One specimen was sweating at the end of this time, but the
others were dry on the outside.

The importance of the percolation test is mainly with reference to
its bearing upon the strength of the pipe, inasmuch as slow percola-
tion is of little moment from a sanitary or engineering point of view,
in all but rare cases, such as when the sewer line is laid below the
groundwater lever and drinking supplies are obtained in the vicinity.
It is the common opinion of all engineers that the pores of both clay
and cement tiles gradually close up after they are put in service.
Certainly it is unnecessary to demand that new tiles should stand
as high as 15 or even 5 pounds internal pressure, equivalent to 35,
or 12 feet head of water. Our special test of 2 ^ pounds pressure
approximates the actual conditions of the pipe in the trench, and
we feel safe in saying that the percolation under these conditions
will be negligible.

The important test in the case of sewer pipe is that of strength,
particularly strength to resist external pressures, for practically all
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failures of sewer pipe are due to crushing in by the overlying load.
The specifications require that the pipe should withstand an internal
pressure of 25 pounds per square inch, and also the equivalent of a
20-foot backfill. Our tests show that with few exceptions the pipe
will stand much higher internal pressures than 25 pounds. The im-
plication, therefore, is that the sewer pipe is of exceptionally strong
quality.

However, inasmuch as the relationship between the hydrostatic
pressures and the equivalent external pressures has never been de-
termined, we recommend that the pipe shall be tested also to deter-
mine its resistance to external loads, according to any one of several
methods that are in use in other places. It is not essential that the
pipe laying shall be held up while the apparatus for making these
tests is being prepared.

We find a small percentage of underburned, cracked, and warped
tiles, but these are discovered and thrown out by the inspector, ac-
cording to the system universally in use.

In conclusion, we would say that in our judgment the pipe being
laid is the equal of the average of such pipe; that from the stand-
point of durability, sanitation and general fitness for the service to
which it will be subjected it will be satisfactory. But we believe
that in general the pipe is somewhat overburned and would advise
that the pipe to be delivered for the balance of the contract shall be
somewhat less vitrified, so as to have a breaking strength of from
25 to 40 pounds and so as to make a better showing in the perco-
lation test.

Respectfully submitted,
G. E. P. SMITH,
J. C. MCCUJRE,
I. MCAVOY.

In general, it may be said that the sewer pipe is as good as can
be obtained from California factories, presumably as good as can
be made from California clays. It is unfortunate that the specifica-
tions were drawn so rigidly as otherwise lower bids might have
been received.

In making the tests it was noticeable that there were two kinds
of vitrification exhibited. In one case the surface was of a purple
black color, excessively fused and glazed, and the interior was
burned black. This pipe was found to be very strong, but also
pervious. In the other type the surface color was a dark neutral
tint, the glazing smooth and pimply, apparently less fused, and the
color of the fracture was slightly yellow instead of solid black. This
pipe was less strong than the other type, but much more imper-
vious. It can be concluded that excessive burning in the kiln hard-
ens the pipe, increasing the strength but making it porous. A small
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percentage of the pipe were light on the exterior, yellow on the
fracture, and were therefore much underburned.

After these tests the author took steps to ascertain the practice
in other cities. The first city to use a percolation test was Brook-
lyn, and the reason there was that many of the sewer lines are be-
low groundwater level and the sewage has to be pumped into the
seas; therefore, if the pipe is pervious a considerable volume of
groundwater will have to be handled by the pumps. Kansas City
adopted the Brooklyn specification, although the reasons for using
it at Brooklyn did not exist at Kansas City. Furthermore, it was
found very early that any pipe which stands the internal pressure
test of 33 pounds per square inch will stand the percolation test of
10 pounds (no duration of time being stated), and hence the test
fell into disuse, although it was still retained in the specifications.
At the author's request, the city engineer of Kansas City on Decem-
ber 11, 1916, kindly tested six clay pipe for percolation. The sizes
ranged from 8-inch to 21-inch, and all six pipes withstood 15 pounds
for 5 minutes with "no percolation." It is evident that the pipe
clay of the Middle West is superior to that of California or that the
art of burning the pipe is better developed in the Middle West.

It has been suggested* that the percolation test be replaced by
the test for absorption, that is, to ascertain not under what pressure
the pipe begins to sweat, but what proportion of the pipe is voids.
However, in the tests of sewer pipe at Tucson the pipe which
showed the least porosity was one which sweat freely and uni-
formly all over when tested for perviousness. Also no definite re-
lation between porosity and strength of clay pipe has been deter-
mined. The absorption test is easier to make than internal press-
ure and percolation tests, but since it fails of having a definite
significance, it would seem that in those cases where percolation
is of importance the percolation test should be retained. The speci-
fication requirements for percolation should be modified to fit the
actual conditions in each case.

Sewer pipe is not subjected, ordinarily, to more than one or two
pounds pressure, and it is the common belief of engineers that
sewer pipe, either clay or cement, soon becomes sealed up and
covered with a slime. A slight percolation when the pipe is new
might result in a damp soil surrounding the pipe, but oxidation
would prevent any objectionable result, excepting in those cases
where the pipe is laid below or near the water table and in the
vicinity of domestic water supplies.

*En*in. News. Vol. 77. No. 8, Feb 22. 1917. p. 329.
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The town of Glendale is the first in Arizona to use machine-made
cement pipe for sewer lines. (See page 73.) The town has voted
additional bonds and will enlarge its sewer system, using the same
kind of pipe. The city of Globe, also, is to adopt machine-made
cement pipe for an extensive sewer system. Other cities in Arizona
may well follow the example of Glendale and thereby save the
difference in cost between cement and clay pipe.

BRIDGES AND CULVERTS

Pipe culverts are much used for stormwater conduits on public
highways, though in Pima and some other counties the substitu-
tions of dips (depressions in the grade) is increasing. Where the
watershed to be drained is local and the maximum flow can be
estimated with some certainty the culverts are advisable, on ac-
count of the even grade of the road, the low cost to install, and
practically no upkeep. But there are thousands of drainage cross-
ings where a usually insignificant channel overflows into a river tor-
rent occasionally, usually for an hour or less at a time, and for such
places the dip is advisable. Dips should be floored with concrete;
"gravel dips" are a failure, but in a few localities, where the best
caliche binder is available, "lime-bound" gravel dips may be justi-
fiable. Dips should have thick, heavy, and sloping cutoff walls on
the downstream side and thin but deeper walls on the upstream
side. The dip is not a suitable type of construction for rivers, since
it is impossible to design them to resist undermining at reasonable
cost.

For road culverts a range of sizes from 18 to 30 inches is feasible.
Smaller culverts become clogged with floating debris; larger than
30 inches are expensive and with much less capacity than dips or
slab bridges.

The culverts should be sunken so that the thickness of earth
covering over the crown is equal to the diameter of the pipe. The
backfilling should be done very thoroughly, so that the bottom and
sides of the pipes are well supported. End walls of concrete or
rubble are necessary to prevent cutting out by the swirl of the water
or by the flow creeping along the outside of the pipe.

Pipe culverts offer an ideal substitute for the wooden bridges
over irrigating ditches both in the fields and in highways. It often
happens that a single ranch owner has from six to twenty such
bridges to build and maintain. The pipe culverts are actually less
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costly at the outset and cost nothing at all for maintenance. Cul-
verts of 15 to 24 inches capacity have been installed for ditch
crossings with only a few inches of earth over them. Usually they
support the loaded farm wagons that pass over them, but not
always. It is safer to give them a good cover, even though the
toad grade has to be raised.

During the past few years most of the culverts built in Arizona
have been of corrugated iron, usually the so-called ingot-iron cul-
verts. Ingot-iron is said to be nearly pure iron and to resist cor-
rosion as well as wrought iron. A comparison of the merits of
ingot-iron and cement pipe is presented in the hope that it may be
of value, especially to state and county officials.

1. Portability: Here the ingot-iron culverts have some advantage
in case the cement pipe must be hauled a long distance. If the ce-
ment pipe can be made in the vicmity it may be easier to transport
it on a short haul than to haul the iron culverts from a distant rail-
way station.

2. Strength: The crushing strength of eleven 12-inch corrugated
iron pipes were tested at the University of Maine*. The actual in-
side diameters varied from 10 to \2y2 inches. The crushing loads
per lineal foot for five lap rivetted pipes averaged 4470 pounds.
This is somewhat more than the average for 12-inch cement pipe
as given on page 125. Instances have been observed on Arizona
state highways where ingot-iron culverts, placed too near the grade
line, have been flattened, crushed, and broken through by freight
wagons. Cement pipe culverts have failed when placed too near
the surface. Both classes of pipe are safe if buried their own depth.

Yuma County has employed McCracken cement pipe culverts
for the extensive bond-built highways of that county. The specifi-
cations called for 12, 18, and 24-inch diameters, and mortar propor-
tions of 1 to 3J4. An interesting test was made of this pipe by the
county engineer. He statesf;

"Before we used the pipe, a test was made at the factory, on 12-
inch pipe covered with one foot of dirt. A wagon was loaded at
about approximately three tons on the rear wheels. A 6 by 6 was
laid across the driveway just before the wagon was driven over the
pipe, thus throwing the load six inches higher and dropped from
this height onto the ground just above the pipe. The load was run
across and dropped onto the pipe repeatedly. Upon taking up the
pipe, no defects whatever could be found. This machine-made pipe

*Umv Me. Technol Exp. Sta , Bui II, 1, (1916)
tFrom a private communication from C. M Hmdman, County Engineer, August

10, 1916.
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be only one-half as great as for cement pipe lines of equal diameter.
For short pipes, such as culverts, the differences are not so great.
Fig. 36 is presented to show the relative capacities of 25-foot cul-
verts of the two kinds and of three sizes. The capacities as given
in Fig. 36 are computed according to the principles of hydraulics.
Actual experiment might vary them to a slight degree. Many
scores of small corrugated iron culverts in Arizona have become
clogged and filled with earth.

The uncovering and washing out of corrugated metal culverts
has been very frequent in the past. Doubtless these misfortunes
have been due, in part, to the fact that the county officials who pur-
chased the culverts have not appreciated the low carrying capacity
of the corrugated culverts, and have purchased culverts too small
for the locations where they have been installed.

4. Permanence: Both classes of pipe may be expected to have
long life. Good cement construction grows harder with age, and
the ingot-iron, also, has been proven to resist oxidation much more
than ordinary steel.

Metal culverts may be subjected to two destructive influences:
the erosive action of water carrying sharp sand, and chemical ac-
tion. Galvanized metal flumes have been used extensively in the
U. S. Reclamation Service projects during the past ten years, and
experience indicates that unprotected galvanized flumes will have a
life of 10 or 12 years, except under the most trying conditions, i. e.,
high velocity of water carrying sand and fine gravel, where the life
in one particular instance was only four seasons use*. Tests were
made on a flume of the Uncompahgre project using various pro-
tective coatings such as paints, elastic graphite, and tar compounds.
The conclusion reached after the coatings had been on one season
was that coal tar is the best and cheapest mixture available. The
erosive action of sand or grit, carried at velocities over 3 feet per
second, is quite pronounced, but road culverts in Arizona, as a rule,
do not carry water save for a few hours each year. In other states
both kinds of culverts have been destroyed by alkali, but no cases
of injury of this sort in Arizona are known.

5. Cost: In Arizona the cost of ingot-iron culverts up to 30 inches
in size is just about double the cost of cement pipe culverts of the
same nominal diameter. On the basis of carrying capacities, the
ratio is about two and a half to one. The cement pipe culverts are
admittedly much more economical.

*Reclamation Service Record, Vol 7, No. 11, 1916, p 519.
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Dram tile is made with square ends, without bell or socket, and
is laid end to end with open joints to admit water. Cement pipe
cannot be recommended for drain tile except with some qualifica-
tion A chemical analysis of the groundwater to be drained should
first be made. As noted on page 141, the action of alkali on con-
crete depends on the character of the alkali, the degree of concen-
tration, and the density of the concrete. The evidence at hand in-
dictates that wet-poured or machine-made cement pipe, made of
carefully selected materials so as to have great density, would prove
satisfactory in Arizona. More evidence as to the life of cement
pipe in drainage ditches is very desirable. When the Tempe drain-
age canal was first opened the water at the outlet contained 1665
parts per 100,000 of soluble solids, but after one year the soluble
solids had decreased to 351 parts per 100,000.

The Thatcher drainage district is using clay tile. The cost is
about 50 percent greater than for machine-made cement pipe.

GATES

The cheapest material for directing water in and out of laterals
and open head ditches and for taking the water from the head
ditches onto the lands is the earth always close at hand, but the
time consumed in building and removing the earth taps makes its
use very arduous and costly. Lumber gates are, therefore, em-
ployed sometimes, but the alternate wetting and drying soon de-
stroys them. Cement pipe in 2-foot lengths with sheet-iron curtains
are to be recommended for this purpose. A good type of cement
pipe gate is shown in Fig. 37. If the ditch banks are high and
wide, an additional 2-foot length of pipe should be used so as to
reach entirely through the bank.

UNDERFLOW COLLECTING FLUMES AND INVERTED
SIPHONS

Many of the dry water courses of the Southwest carry a strong
underflow, and after the flood seasons are past much water is ob-
tained by opening ditches or burying wooden flumes as deeply as
possible in the river beds. But the recurrent floods fill the ditches
and oftentimes float away the buried boxes so that the expense
of maintenance and the loss of water at critical times is very dis-
couraging.
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Frequently, too, canals and ditches have to be carried across
and beneath rivers. The Woodruff (Arizona) canal intersects the
Little Colorado River three times. The Flowing Wells ditch is
carried under the Santa Cruz River in an inverted siphon 3200 feet
long.

It is evident that conduits for these purposes should have weight
or be anchored down with piling, and they should have great bend-
ing strength, as portions of them may be undermined during floods.
Some form of reinforced concrete pipe should be used. The amount
of steel reinforcement can be varied to meet the requirements and
although the pipe line should be buried beyond the probable reach
of floods, yet if a portion is undermined by the scour or is subjected
to lateral pressure, the longitudinal reinforcement will be very ef-
fective in maintaining the stability of the line.

For that portion of the line safely outside of the river bed plain
cement pipe will be adequate.

DOMESTIC SUPPLY PIPE LINES

The excellent characteristics of machine-made pipe suggest an-
other use for it. In view of the almost prohibitive price of cast-
iron and wrought-iron pipe at the present time, it may be prac-
ticable to substitute cement pipe, in some cases reinforced, in cases
where the internal pressure is less than 20 pounds per square inch.
Twelve-inch cement pipe of an extra rich mixture, extra thick, and
containing some steel reinforcement can be made in Tucson for
about one-sixth the cost of standard W. I. pipe of the same diameter
and capacity. Under favorable conditions the cement pipe will not
deteriorate, while iron pipe does. The only disadvantage on the
side of the cement pipe, probably, is the great danger from water
hammer, but this could be obviated by careful designing. In small
villages, mining camps, cantonments, and for farm homes much
cement pipe could be employed economically.



COSTS

The cost of cement pipe or of cement pipe lines cannot be stated
readily because of the variable local conditions. For example, the
cost of good, clean sand in the Casa Grande Valley is two or three
times the cost at a point situated close to a good supply. The loca-
tion with respect to the railway, living accommodations, the char-
acter of labor, and the size of the job all have a bearing on the cost.

In Iowa and neighboring states the custom is to establish large
factories at central points and to ship the pipe by rail to the points
where it is needed. The pipe is used mainly by drainage districts,
and in large quantities. The manufacturers furnish pipe to the con-
tractors, or they take the full contract themselves.

In the Pacific Coast states contracts are taken for the pipe line
laid complete, and the contractors make their own pipe. This has
been the custom in Arizona also. It has the advantage that there
is no divided responsibility. If the pipe line fails, the layer cannot
claim that the pipe was defective while the manufacturer claims that
the pipe was injured in handling, or the trench bed was not brought
to grade, or the joint mortar was not properly cured.

The cost of making can be estimated in advance for a particular
case where conditions and prices are known. Some assumptions
must be made, such as for rate of work per day. Depreciation and
maintenance of the plant, taxes, and interest on the investment
should be computed. Maintenance of equipment is costly on ac-
count of the wear on packer-heads, rings, and other parts. A liberal
percentage should be added for contingencies, for the work may be
stopped, due to non-arrival of cement, severe storms or freezing
weather may cause delay or damage, and there are many other un-
foreseen difficulties that may arise.

The following estimate of the cost of McCracken machine pipe
is presented as illustrative of the method to be used. It is based
on Tucson prices in 1918. The figures should not be quoted as
general or average costs.

TABLE XXIII. ANNUAL FIXED

Item

Maintenance and depreciation
Interest
Taxes

Total

CHARGES ON

Percent

25
8
1

34

INVESTMENT Otf $6,000

Amount

$1500
480
60

$2040
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as a basis for comparison. The first contract was for two miles of
the McCracken pipe. The price for making and curing the 16-inch
pipe was 8 cents per foot, and the price for laying was 5 cents per
foot. The second contract was for 6500 feet of hand-tamped pipe
and included opening the trench and backfilling, the earth cover
above the pipe to be at least 12 inches. The price for the 16-inch
size was 22y2 cents per foot The price bid for the making and
curing alone was 12 cents. In the other sizes there was a little more
economy in the machine-made pipe in the smaller sizes, a little less
economy in the larger sizes. Both contracts proved to be profitable
for the contractors.

Another bid received was for hand-made pipe for the whole sys-
tem, and was from a very reliable pipe maker. His bid for 16-inch
pipe, for making and laying but no trenching, was 20 cents per foot.

List prices of hand-tamped pipe in southern Arizona vary from
25 to 40 cents per foot for 12-inch pipe and from 40 to 50 cents for
16-inch pipe, these prices being at the pipe yard. List prices are
usually intended to apply for small quantities; discounts can be
given on large contracts.

The unit prices for the pipe at Glendale could not be learned.
The unit prices for the pipe laid in the trench were as follows

14-inch pipe, $0.90 per lineal foot of trench
I f « il 1 1 £ (C tC U (t it

•j Q " a 1 AC\ « u a << t(

The contractor's bid included prices also for 8 and 10-inch pipe,
55 and 62 cents per foot, respectively, but no pipe of those sizes was
laid.

The item of cement in Table XXIV constitutes about two-thirds
of the cost of the pipe. The price per barrel as stated, $3.45, is 50
percent higher than the price one year ago. Since no cement is
made in Arizona, the price is relatively high. There are many lo-
calities where cement pipe can be produced much more cheaply, on
account of the lower cost of cement.

The cost of pipe laying consists of the labor and the cement, sand,
and water distributed along the ditch. According to the data on
page 107, the labor cost varies from 2 cents a foot for 12-inch pipe to
4 cents a foot for 20-inch pipe. The cost of the mortar materials
will be about an equal amount, and a contractor must charge an ad-
ditional sum for taking the responsibility for obtaining a strong and
durable pipe line.

The cost of trenching depends upon the depth of the trench and
the nature of the material. For deep trenches and for hardpan, a
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steam-driven trenching machine is advisable, provided one can be
secured at favorable terms. But for shallow trenches in soil that
requires little or no pick work, excavation with a shovel is cheaper
than by machine. The cost of shovel trenching where the depth
does not exceed 4 feet is from 15 to 30 cents per cubic yard, equal to
from 4 to 8 cents per lineal foot for a trench 30 inches wide and 3
feet deep. Deep trenches should not be opened much in advance
of the pipe laying, because the caving of the side walls increases
rapidly after the earth is exposed to the weather.

Hauling is a matter of some importance. Each length of pipe
should be laid on its side lengthwise of the wagon bed. It is cus-
tomary to haul about fifty feet of 12-inch pipe or twenty feet of 20-
inch pipe on a two-horse load. The pipe are packed in cars simi-
larly, on side and longitudinally with the car.

The cost of pipe distribution systems varies from $15 to $30 per
acre of land. Assuming 12-inch lateral lines 1000 feet apart, the
cost is about $13 per acre for these laterals and the main supply lines
may cost as much more.

In the sewer contract referred to on page 153, the vitrified
clay tile cost 22J^ cents per foot f. o. b. Tucson, while the pro-
posal was made to furnish 8-inch McCracken cement pipe at 15 cents
per foot. The clay drain pipe used at Thatcher in 1916 tost 20,
29^2, and 39 cents per foot, respectively, for the 8, 10, and 12-inch
sizes. The pipe was of the weight known as double-strength, the
12-inch pipe weighing 46.2 pounds per foot.

Prices of pipe culverts, in place, in Pima County in 19i7 were
as shown in Table XXV.

XXV. PRICES BID ON CULVERTS FOR PIMA COUNTY, 1917

Quantity

Feet
308

1232
1280

Size
Inches

12
18
24

Corrugated: iron

$ 432
2340
3200

McCracken pipe

$ 200
1232
1935

For large streams of water which would require pipe greater
than 36 inches in diameter, cement-lined ditches are advisable*,
provided the line can be laid out with a suitable gradient.

*See U. S. Department of Agriculture bulletin, No. 126, "Concrete Lining as
Applied to Irrigation Canals "



SUMMARY

This bulletin is a general treatise on cement pipe, its manufac-
ture, its characteristics and its applications. The bulletin describes
the various machines used in pipe making, the details of making
and of laying, the dangers inherent in cement pipe making and in
pipe lines, the testing of pipe and the results obtained, the design
of pipe lines and structures, and the utility of cement pipe for
various purposes.

PIPE MACHINES

1. Pipe-making machines of many designs have proven success-
ful, not only for plain tile, but for jointed pipe also.

2. The two general classes of pipe machines are: first, those
employing the tamping principle, and, second, centrifugal or packer-
head machines. The latter type have greater speed and capacity
per day and are especially adapted to small sizes of pipe.

3. Pipe making by machinery requires skill and experience and
will always depend upon specially trained operators. The purchase
of a machine and equipment requires an investment of from $4000
to $10,000.

4. Good pipe requires good materials—cement, sand, and small
broken rock; thorough mixing; expert handling of the machine; and
careful, thorough curing, preferably under protection from sun and
drying winds.

5. Machine-made pipe has admirable qualities; it is true in
dimensions and shape, smooth inside, dense, strong, impervious,
and of relatively low cost.

6. Some problems relating to machine-made pipe are still to be
solved, notably the problem of how to make steel reinforcement
effective in such pipe.

HAND-MADE PIPE

7. Making pipe by hand in molds has been done successfully
for many years. Such pipe has been widely used. Its use is now
being supplanted by that of machine-made pipe. However, there
will always be a field for hand-made pipe, particularly for small jobs
and in localities far removed from railroads.

8. Hand-made pipe, as produced in different pipe yards, is
extremely variable in quality, ranging from weak, poious, mis-
shapen pipe, mostly sand, cured in the open air, to sound, well-
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tamped pipe, made of rich well-proportioned mortar, under a roof,
and thoroughly cured.

9. Tamping alone does not produce a smooth interior, and the
pipe should be washed inside with neat cement.

10. Greater strength can be secured by increasing the thickness
of the pipe wall and by using a wet consistency of the mortar.

WET-POURED PIPE

11. Wet-cast pipe is usually of large diameter, and is rein-
forced. When properly made, it attains great strength, and is
adapted for use under high heads, as in water-supply mains and in
important siphons. On account of the great number of forms re-
quired, its cost is relatively high.

PIPE MAYING

12. The bell and spigot joint is used largely in the East and
the tongue and groove joint in the West. While the former is the
logical joint for cast-iron pipe, the latter has important advantages
for cement pipe and can be recommended for sewer pipe as well as
for irrigation pipe.

13. Pipe should not be laid in hot weather, except in the early
part of the day before the pipe becomes heated, as otherwise con-
traction cracks may occur. All concrete work of similar nature
should be done in cool weather if possible.

14. Pipe should be laid with straight alignment and even
grades. The cover of earth should be at least 12 inches. Mortar
of one to two proportions with 8 percent hydrated lime is best for
the joints.

tf CEMENT PIPE

15. The ordinary causes of failure are excessive internal press-
ure (in irrigation pipe), great depth of backfill (in sewer pipe and
drain tile), contraction while curing, unequal settlement, and water
hammer in pipe lines in which air is trapped.

16. In hot, dry climates there are special dangers in the use of
pipe that is allowed to become dry after it is cured. When such
pipe absorbs water again, it may destroy pipe-line structures, may
.buckle on curves, and may fail by distortion of the pipe section or
by differential expansion of the pipe wall. The best remedy is pre-
vention ; dry pipe should not be laid.

17. The nature of the soil and the character of the bedding are
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important factors of the resistance of cement pipe to external
pressure.

18 From the records of tests that have been published, de-
signers can draw plans and prepare specifications. Specifications
for important contracts should provide for ample tests of the pipe
before it is laid, and for trial tests of the line when completed.

19. Injury from alkali in water or in soil depends upon the
quality and concentration of the alkali and the density of the pipe.
Little difficulty from this cause is to be anticipated in Arizona, but
very alkaline soils should be analyzed before pipe lines are built in
them

STRENGTH AND WATERT1GHTNESS

20. Cement pipe gams in strength for at least one month, and
probably for three months, after its manufacture

21. Tests of cement pipe should be made with the pipe in a
wet condition. The strength of dry pipe is abnormally high.

22. When dry pipe is wetted by immersion, the internal stresses
become entirely equalized within a few hours If the pipe is laid
and is wetted from the inside only, it may be many days before the
penetration of water causes the maximum internal stresses in the
pipe wall.

23. Machine-made pipe, as ordinarily made, is safe when sub-
jected to hydrostatic heads up to 25 feet. The strength of hand-
made pipe of good quality is about one-half as great. Wet-cast
pipe can be designed to carry water under heads of somewhat over
100 feet.

24. Machine-made cement pipe up to 20 inches in diameter is
safe in trenches under ten feet of backfill and the smaller sizes are
safe for much greater depth. Hand-made pipe 16 inches in diame-
ter, well made and cured, can be used under ten feet of earth. Tests
should be made, however, in all important cases, to determine the
strength of the pipe.

25 Machine-made pipe is practically impervious. Good hand-
made pipe washed inside with neat cement, is nearly impervious and
becomes entirely so in time.

PIPE FRICTION AND CARRYING CAPACITY

26. Friction factors are well known and permit close designing.
The value of "n" in Kutter's formula should be taken as .013.
Proper allowance should be made for the effect of frequent risers on
the line, and on descending grades an allowance should be made for
the effect of entrapped air.
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US£S OF CEMENT PIPS

27. Cement pipe is eminently adapted for irrigation pipe lines.
It effects a great saving of water and land and labor; the pipe lines
can be run through low places and over ridges, making it possible
to square up the fields and reducing the cost of grading; ditch clean-
ing is obviated, and burrowing animals are defeated. Cement pipe
is the logical conduit to replace small earth ditches as soon as the
land owners are financially able to make the change.

28. Pipe line structures for the division and application of the
water have been ingeniously developed in various places, to suit
the local conditions and purposes. Various designs are cited in the
bulletin.

29. Cement pipe of good quality is in all respects the equal of
vitrified clay pipe for use in sewer lines. In Arizona, where the
cost of cement pipe is much less than that of clay pipe, the cement
pipe should be employed.

30. Cement pipe, likewise, should have the preference for farm
and road culverts. When properly made and placed, it is more
durable, has a greater carrying capacity, and is much cheaper than
corrugated iron pipe.

31. Cement pipe, if used for drain tile in alkaline areas, should
be of great density and impervious. Before it is adopted on im-
portant drainage projects, advice should be sought and chemical
analyses should be made of the soils and soil waters.

32. There are sundry other applications for cement pipe, such
as for ditch gates, and around farm buildings. It is likely to replace
iron pipe to some extent as a conduit for domestic water supplies
that are under low head.

COSTS

33. The cost of cement pipe depends on prices, which at present
are on a relatively high level, and on local conditions, such as the
distance from a good gravel supply and from the railroad.

34. If the volume of business is ample, packer-head machine-
made pipe can be produced more cheaply than hand-made pipe.




